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Cemac Tate AcertiPFIoors
help IDAPS expand its services
^ to on-line users.
From its new computer centre
in Sydney, IDAPS will be providing
an extensive on-line service for
insurance companies, finance
companies and building societies.
IDAPS chose an IBM 370 model
158 central computer linked
on-line to distributed processors
in clients'offices - and they
chose Cemac Tate Access Floors.
Throughout the 520m2
computer area, Cemac Interiors
installed access flooring with
701 Snaplock stringers. Panels are
surfaced with Estate Chartwell
anti-static carpet with plastic
trim edge.

Cemac Tate's all-metal system
offers four panel sizes and the
widest range of finishes around
- including high-pressure
laminate, wood parquet, cork
and vinyl asbestos tile.
Cemac Interiors offers single
source responsibility for the

complete fitting out of office in
teriors including floors, ceilings,
partitions and task lighting.
If you are looking for access
flooring fora computer
installation or to provide infinitely
flexible general office space,
then, like IDAPS, get on-line with
Cemac Tate Access Floors.

Brochures and details from Cemac Interiors
SYDNEY:.......... 699 3122
MELBOURNE: . . . 63 7811
BRISBANE: ... 221 5099
CANBERRA: ... 82 3706

Licencees:
ADELAIDE: .... 45 3656
PERTH:............. 444 7888
HOBART:........... 34 4582
CIDOOllxFPM

News Briefs from the Computer World
“News Briefs from the Computer World" is a regular feature which covers local
and overseas developments in the computer industry including new products,
interesting techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical events of'interest.
VIDEO LINE SELECTOR

BWD Electronics Victoria has released a new Video
Line Selector Model BWD701. The unit is fitted on top of a
BWD 540 and is powered by the oscilloscope. As the line
selector consumes only 1.5 watts, the features of DC or
battery operation of the BWD 540 are still retained, making
the
combination
a
completely
portable
video/communication monitor of exceptional versatility.

am;®

film.

20Kohms loading AC coupled.
Gain is preset at 1:1 within 10%, but by using the
BWD 540 signal output facility to drive the Line Selector
the sensitivity range extends from 25mV p-p to over 100V
p-p of composite video signal. Bandwidth is little effected,
being within 5% at 10MHz and —3db at 25MHz. The
BWD 540 ‘invert’ switch enables signals of either polarity to
be accommodated.
The rear panel Monitor Output is flat within 3% to
6MHz into a 75ohms load. Gain is preset at 1:J and DC
restoration is as selected for the video display. The Monitor
output has a superimposed bright-up pulse co-incident with
the displayed video signal.
A stand-alone AC powered version of the Line
Selector Model BWD 711 is also available for operation
with a suitable oscilloscope.
POWER AUTHORITY ADOPTS ACCESS

More than 1500 district maps used by the State
Energy Commission of Western Australia will be housed in
a filing system no larger than two typewriters.

Not only does it provide the ability to look in detail
at every portion of every line of a video signal within a
25mV to >100V p-p amplitude range; it also provides
monitoring facilities of most forms of modulation, and can
check modulation linearity of carriers to 100MHz and
modulation frequencies to 500kHz. Areas of application
range from TV studios and O/B vans to computer graphics.
The BWD 701 will operate on PAL D (4 field), PAL or
SECAM or NTSC 525 line 60 field when fitted with
option 01.
line selection is by 10 turn control, with digital
readout by a 10mm 3 digit LED display. A phase locked
oscillator ensures that correct line count is always
displayed, even with incomplete non-serrated frame pulses.
Two preset lines may also be selected by push button,
in addition to the variable line selection for rapid display of
2 or 3 lines.
Trigger output is fixed or adjustable. Positive trigger
is co-incident with the leading edge of the selected line
pulse. Negative trigger is adjustable by a Trigger Delay
control from 2/rSec to over 65/rSec.
Field selection is by 4 push buttons which select each
field in sequence. A 2-field display may also be selected
with the switches working in pairs.
A low pass filter can be switched in to remove colour
burst and chrominance signals from the video display.
DC restoration is selectable for back porch or sync tip
with slow or fast clamp.
Video bandwidth is flat to 10MHz within 3% and
—3db at >40MHz. Input is 75ohms loop through with
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And, as a code is tapped on a control console, the
wanted card will instantly come forward so that the
attached map — on 35 mm film — can be enlarged and
examined on a viewer.
This progressive move by the WA Authority is based
on two modern technologies — the Plessey filing and instant
retrieval Access System 60 and the Microfilm Services of
WA which photographed the maps (some as large as 3 m by
2 m) on 35 mm film.
Before the Access System was purchased from Plessey
Communications Systems, the 1500 district maps not only
occupied valuable space but each took an average five
minutes to locate and maps were often blemished and
dog-eared by constant handling.
The aperture cards will carry all the maps — on which
the routes of meter-readers are planned — in a desktop
Plessey Access system in which they can be refiled at
random as the toothed code acts as a permanent memory.
The Energy Commission is also considering using
Access for other quickly needed information, such as
engineering drawings, gas-pipe locations and fleet
maintenance records.

INTRODUCTION TO PL/I
R.A. Vowels, Senior Lecturer, Royal Melbourne Inst, of Technology.
1977 Approx 200pp 45 diagrams $4.70+80c P&P ISBN 0-9596384-0-7
This book covers a subset of the PL/I language. An important factor in
the selection of the subset has been the desire to impart a thorough
working knowledge of one area of the language. Fundamentals are
emphasised and structured programming is encouraged. The book
contains numerical and non-numerical worked examples, problems, and
exercises. Suited to an undergraduate one- or two-semester course.
To be considered for a free inspection copy, write on your university or
college letterhead, giving enrolment. Upon adoption, one copy for each
20 students will be supplied gratis.
Copies from L. Vowels, 93 Park Drive, Parkville, Vic, Australia
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why these well-known companies...
• Qantam — Qantas, Sydney • Bank of N.S.W., Sydney, Brisbane and Perth • Savings
Bank of S.A., Adelaide • I.B.M. Sydney and Melbourne # Ansett, Melbourne • Commercial
Banking Co. of Sydney • Aust. National University, Canberra ® C.A.G.A., Sydney • T.A.B.
of N.S.W., Sydney • Government Printing Office, Canberra
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Rintoul

INFINITE ACCESS FLOORS
Full protection for all cables, piping and ducting yet fully accessible for maintenance,
service or modification, that’s Rintoul Infinite Access Floors. Rintoul offer two types of
infinite access floors ... discuss your needs with out technical representative.
• Sole Australian Agents: Floating Floors Inc., U.S.A. - Computer Floors • Airflow Company, U.S.A. - Air Conditioning Units.

Suppliers of INFINITE ACCESS FLOORING
• OFFICE PARTITIONS AND SCREENS
PLANTER BOXES • FOLDING DOORS
• DETAIL JOINERY • ALL CLASSES OF
VENEER WORK • Ask for our colour
. brochure.
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Rintoul
E.QP. Services
A DIVISION OF RINTOUL PTY LIMITED
26 Powers Road, (P.O. Box 226) Seven Hills, N.S.W. 2147 Tel.: (02) 624 5333
Sales Office: 10 Minogue Crescent, Glebe, N.S.W. 2037 Telephone: (02) 660 6677
Qld.: R.P.L. Pty. Ltd., 20 Duncan Street, (P.O. Box 80) Fortitude Valley. 4006
Tel.: 52 8339, 52 4949, 52 4863.
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NEW CS/40 BUSINESS COMPUTERS ANNOUNCED
The first major additions to the CS/40 business
computer family — two compatible system models with
increased data file storage capacity and faster data access
rates — have been announced by Data General Australia
Pty. Ltd.
With the new models, the CS/40 family’s disc storage
capacity is increased nearly 20 times — from the previous
maximum of 40 million to more than 760 million bytes.
The CS/40 system family was announced in May, 1977, and
shipment began in September, 1977.
The new CS/40 models C4 and C6 include from one
to four 96 million or 190 million-byte DG/disc storage
subsystems. The high capacity high performance discs can
also be added to upgrade installed CS/40 models. Because
all CS/40 systems are compatible, a program developed on
one model can be transferred to any other reprogramming
or recompilation.
All systems in the CS/40 family feature the
interactive COBOL computer programming language
designed with extensive data management capabilities and
intended specifically for interactive commercial data
processing applications.
NADOW FOUNDER ADDRESSES INTERNATIONAL
REHABILITATION CONFERENCE
“Rehabilitation in the Computer Industry” is the
paper being presented in Manila by Miss Sheila Blackmore,
founder director of Nadow.
Miss Blackmore and Nadow general manager, Graham
Harris, are attending the International Rehabilitation

Conference on legislation.
Nadow, the National Association for Training the
Disabled in Office Work, is devoting a substantial
proportion of its training programmes to work in the
computer programming field.
Miss Blackmore also recently addressed the Australian
Computer Society’s annual conference, speaking on the
potential of filling computer job vacancies with physically
disabled people who have undergone Nadow training.
SENIOR LOGICA MAN IS ACS LECTURER
The Australian Computer Society has awarded its
Lecturer of the Year Award for 1976 to Mr Don Jones,
who was managing director of Logica’s Australian
company, Logica Pty Limited, during its first two years of
operation and will shortly be returning to Logica in
London. This prestigious lectureship is currently taking Mr
Jones on a two week whistle-stop tour round Australia. His
schedule includes speaking to the Queensland, Victorian,
Tasmanian, Canberra, South and Western Australian
branches of the ACS.
Mr Jones’ theme, the use of minicomputers in data
communications, is one which is in the mainstream of
Logica’s work in Australia. It is also one on which he
himself is highly qualified to speak as he was a major
contributor to Logica’s work in this area before going out
to Australia.
Mr Don Jones has handed over as managing director
of the Australian company to Mr Tim Cooke, previously in
charge of Logica’s operations in the Nordic area.

Call for Speakers and Papers
MICROFILM THE VITAL LINK
In Information Systems
Microfilm (micrographics) appears to be the vital
link in the information handling chain. However,
it is becoming more and more evident that the
information problems of today and the future
cannot be handled in isolation (with different
technologies providing different solutions, as
they do). The functional capabilities of all the
related information sciences must be considered
in any systems design.
AMC'78 will explore in depth the theme:
MICROFILM, The Vital Link — "In Information
Systems". Presentations will be made by local
and overseas authorities exploring the concept:
Can Microfilm (Micrographics) stand alone
and/or must it be integrated as part of the total
information process?

AMC'78 Chevron Hotel, Kings Cross
Sydney, November 7—9,1978
For the first time, the Congress sessions and the
exhibition shows that having everything
conveniently located in such a venue makes it
very easy for attendees in this in-house situation
to achieve maximum participation, and at the
same time provides excellent exposure for the
exhibitors.
Judging from the interest shown and support
already indicated from major suppliers, Congress
organizers Peter Daniel and Hank Clarke are
confident that AMC'78 will be an outstanding
event. We understand that several exhibitors
have their plans well underway for major releases.

AMC'78 will have two main divisions:
(1) Equipment display by manufacturers
and suppliers.
8th
9th
10th
Nov 6th
7th
(2) Congress sessions — two streams.
Workshops
Papers
Exhibition
•Computer Output
*Case Histories
>
o
e
Microfilm
•Applications
O
re
General Sessions
e
•Cost Benefit Analysis ©Systems - COM
o
©#
1
•Source Document
•Government
S
C
Workshop
Microfilm
•Finance
X
• Engineering
©insurance
©Medical
Seminars
Reception
• Library
Note: this is a partial list of the programme. There will also bg general sessions of common
interest.
v~
AMC 78 Proposed program

Persons interested in submitting papers or participating as chairmen or workshop leaders should
immediately contact Hank Clarke, Programme Director, AMC'78 at 131 Sailors Bay Road,
Northbridge, N.S.W. 2063, Phone: 958 1693.

AUSTRALASIAN
MICROGRAPHICS
CONGRESS OBlfliy)
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, NOVEMBER 7-9 , AMC’78
Registration fee A$175. A 10% discount will be allowed for registration and monies received by May 30th.
Enquiries to AMC'78, P.O. Box 1239, North Sydney, N.S.W. 2060, Australia. Telephone: (02) 929 8188.
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COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
P.G. Computer Products locally manufacture

m—

- Back to Back modems, line drivers which allow terminals to be
connected up to 300 metres away from the controller with only
one “box” and low-cost cable.
- Modem sharing units (Telecom Approved).
- Clock buffer units for multi-stream services.
P.G. Computer Products makes computer cable to any
specification. Let us quote for any one-off equipment or cables to
suit your requirement.
All Data communication needs can be met from our range of
locally manufactured equipment. Call now for a free brochure on
our PG1002 Back to Back Modem or the PG1008 Synchronous Line
Extender.

data rate

“S

X TOO

Service is no problem as we develop and
manufacture locally.

PG1002
Back to Back Modem

P.G Computer
npu Products
47 Knights Drive, Glen Waverley, Vic. 3150
Telephone (03) 233 4700
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Editorial

The Australian Universities
Computer Science Seminar 1978
This month Australian Universities Computer Science
Departments took a step forward when a seminar was
conducted at the University of New South Wales consisting
of eight sessions on topics relating to research into and
teaching computer science. There were eight sessions
including ones on Operating Systems, Teaching
Methodology, Computer Networks, Teaching first year
students, Software Engineering and a session on “Where do
we go from here?”
The seminar provided an opportunity for the first
time for academic computer scientists to exchange ideas
and to meet their fellow workers. The papers have been
bound and are available for purchase from Dr. John Lions,
School of Electrical Engineering, University of New South
Wales.
As usual in new ventures of this kind, the question of
continuing this activity in future years arose. Who would
make the effort to organize this sort of function on a

2

regular basis and thereby decrease such limited
uninterrupted research time he may normally have
available? The suggestion of forming a special
Australia-wide Computer Science Chapter of the ACS was
made but was found to be incompatible with the
Constitution which appears to confine formation of
Chapters within Branches!
In this issue will be found a listing of Computer
Science related Post Graduate theses completed in Australia
over the past five years. The purpose of publishing this
listing is to inform the computing fraternity about
advanced work carried out in Australia, details of which
they might wish to study. Overseas readers of the Journal
may also find this material interesting. It is intended to
publish an annual update of this listing in the future.
Academic staff and Post Graduate students are
generally available for consultation on computing
questions and are happy to share their expertise,
particularly if this process prevents duplication of effort.
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A Practical Method of Comparing
Computer Bureau Costs
By K. Reed*
This paper presents a simple technique for comparing the computer usage accounting techniques
on computer bureaux. The paper restricts itself to considering charges for cpu and I/O time. The
technique allows different charging algorithms to be compared with varying precision, and allows
assessment of the alternatives of hiring a complete installation and paying for each job according to
the resources (cpu time, I/O time) used.
KEYWORDS AND PHRASES: Computing usage, accounting, cost comparison, charging
algorithms.
CR CATEGORIES: 2.41, 2.44,4.39,4.6.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The reduction of computing costs is a problem to
which management does not seem to address itself very
often. Many organisations live with their EDP departments,
whether large or small, without adopting cost-control
measures. A number of quite large organisations do not
charge in-house users for EDP services; the computer and
staff are there and if resources are available then the job
required by department X will be done, otherwise it will
not.
An entirely different situation will exist if the
organisation is using a computer bureau. Most bureaux will
provide costing information on a job-by-job basis and hard
cash will be paid by the company at regular intervals. The
costs become visible to management in a rather direct and
forceful way.
The methods presented here allow bureau charging
algorithms to be compared and the results are applicable to
all computing situations.
The work reported was performed as part of the
bureau selection procedure adopted by L.M. Ericsson Pty.
Ltd. during 1971 when seeking computer time for the
development of its AKE 131 stored Program Controlled
Telephone Exchange project for the OTC(A) installation in
Sydney. Some technique for comparing different computer
charging schemes was needed since it was expected that
Grosch’s Law, (Adams (1962)), may have been applied to
achieve cost savings. The packages concerned ran on the
IBM 360/370 range and we had, therefore, machines of
varying power to choose from. There was also the
possibility that Grosch’s Law may not apply, i.e. that a
smaller computer may prove cheaper to use.
2.
2.1

CHARGING METHODS AND COMPUTER USAGE
Charging Philosophies
Methods of charging for computer utilisation are
extremely important to installation management. Their
effects are critical in the highly competitive bureau market
in which real profits must be made.
Charging algorithms must therefore ensure that the
vendor obtains an adequate return on his investment and
that the user is charged only for resources actually used.
The charging methods are also important to the

computer bureau user who will want to limit his costs as
much as possible. The literature is not short of papers on
the philosophy of cost recovery (for this is what a charging
method attempts), two recent papers, being Borovitz and
Ein-Dor (1977), and Nolan (1977). There are also
interesting attempts by Knight (1966, 1968), Arbuckle
(1966) and Solomon (1966) to develop useful techniques
for comparing computer performance.
The problem of bench marking is dealt with usefully
by Curnow and Wichman (1977) and Walters (1977), while
Legg (1972) contains a survey of charging algorithms.
Equipment utilisation and procurement receives a deeper
treatment in Drummond (1973) and Svobdova (1976), but
comparing the charging techniques used by computer
installations from the view-point of the effect upon the cost
of running the same job on different installations has not
been treated.
2.2

Charging Schemes
We discovered what we believed were four basic
methods of charging. Only computer equipment charges are
considered in what follows. Legg (1972) describes a number
of charging algorithms, all of which fit the following
categories:
2.2.1 Resources Utilisation Charging
Resource utilisation charging (RUC) attempts to
ensure that the user is charged for actual resources used.
Such schemes, in some measure or other, charge the
user for cpu time, core occupied and I/O transfers
performed. The result is that many vendors make fixed I/O
transfer time charges which approach the average access
time for the most common device.
2.2.2 Process Time Charging
The RUC methods have ,.some problems from the
vendor’s point of view since they may allow the user to
optimise his expenditure to a very high degree. It may also
make charging a little difficult, and, as will be seen, creates
difficulties when comparing various types of RUC offers.
Process time charging simplifies the charging situation
enormously. The user is charged only for cpu time and a
measure of I/O time used - independent of core — at a
fixed rate. The process time charging (PTC) method has the
element of a gamble, and can be made to appear
particularly attractive when benchmarking. Costs are easier
to measure and are more predictable. This will tend to
influence the inexperienced purchaser.
PTC charging consists of calculating the sum of* cpu
time and I/O times and multiplying by a suitable unit cost.

“Copyright 1978, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”
*Monash University Computer Centre. Manuscript received 25th December 1975 Revised version received 12th July 1977.
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Figure 1 Actual Overlap of I/O and Computing as may occur

2.2.3 Elapsed Time Charging
Elapsed time charging (ETC) may apply in some
circumstances. Charges are made using elapsed time as
shown in the computer log with allowance for operator
errors etc.
One might think that this method has little to
recommend it, but the RUC and PTC approaches rob the
user of savings due to overlapped I/O operations. This is
because they involve the sum of cpu time and the notional
time for each transaction. Good modern operating systems
will provide automatic overlapping of I/O in applications
involving blocked, buffered files, and some overlapping of
I/O produced by swapping different jobs. This means that
job times calculated for accounting purposes may exceed
elapsed times when the job is run on its own. Figures 1 and
2 below show the effect upon real and “notional” waiting
times.
In Figure 1, the idle time is:
tt = max (tjj ,ti2) — ptc
and real elapsed time is:

2.2.4 Hiring A Complete Installation
The fourth possibility is to hire a complete
installation. Many bureaux permit the user to do this
provided that some minimum period of time is involved.
The user can then arrange his own scheduling and, one
would hope, reduce his costs because of the inherent
difference between the elapsed time for the job mix and the
sum of the individual elapsed times obtained by any of the
previous methods. It should be noted that the previously
presented accounting techniques are based upon a
calculation of some form of elapsed time as mentioned in
section 2.2.3.
2.3

Some Comments on Overheads
All jobs run on a computer incur initialisation
overheads which are difficult to measure. Many resource
charging systems add a fixed amount to the accounts, in
money or resources, for each job (and job-step where
appropriate). There are systems in use which charge the
step overhead irrespective of whether or not a step is
actually run.
It should be noted that jobs charged under ETC have
the actual step overhead in elapsed time added to their
accounts.

ter = (l -p)tc + mzx(til,ti2).
3.

In Figure 2 however, the notional elapsed time is:
*en - *c + bj + h2
where t is the time measured for the I/O operations. The
notional elapsed time te can exceed ter, the real elapsed
time for suitable values of the various I/O times.

CHARGING FOR OTHER ITEMS
The discussion to date has been restricted to
computer system charges, that is, cpu time, I/O time, core
usage etc.
In practice, the user will be confronted with a variety
of additional charges and will be asked to pay for all or
some of the items in Table 1. The author has found the
following items particularly pernicious and would

Figure 2 Effect of Counting I/O Transfers on Elapsed Time
4
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recommend avoiding contracts which place overdue
emphasis on them:
—
unit record charges, particularly cards read and lines
printed, if program development work is involved,
—
on-line disk storage under similar conditions,
—
stationery changes where these are likely to occur
frequently,
—
device mounting charges.
TABLE 1
ITEM

METHODS OF CHARGING

Cards read/punched

Per thousand cards read, with
reduction for bulk.

Lines printed

As above.

Forms changed

Charge for change based on whether or
not standard stationery.

Devices mounted

Charge for mounting each device used.

Drives Used

May be charged by occupancy i.e.
total number of drive-hours.

Device Rental

Monthly rental for devices e.g.
disks.

Device Storage

Monthly charge for storage of
disks, tapes, etc.

On-line Storage

Charge made for permanently mounted
disk-space, or space used while on
line to a system.

where
tp is the process time for a job which used,
tc seconds of cpu time
I I/O transfers performed.
If we let
Cc be the cpu time cost in dollars/sec.
Cp be the process time cost in dollars/sec.
Ck be the storage cost in dollars/2 kilobytes/sec. of
process time,
and Cj be the fixed component cost of each I/O transfer,
then the accounting charge C for a given job is:
C = Cctc + Cp (tc + .025 I)
+ Ck(tc + .025 IjC^^j + qi
(2)
which reduces to
C=[Cc + Cp + Ck (*4-*-°)]^
+ [.025 Cp + .025 Ck (^=-S2) + Cj] I

where K is the nominal number of kilobytes used by the
job in question. If the actual job size is k kilobytes then:
fk
180

4.1

Resource Usage Charges
Let us consider the complete type of RUC charging
system which was stated in the form of a table for two
computers.
TABLE 2
Computer
Item
M,

m2

1)

cpu time

$225.00 per hr. $645.00 per hr.

2)

Processing time - plus
for each 2K bytes of
storage in excess of 80K

$120.00 per hr. $165.00 per hr.
$3.00 per hr.

Number of I/O transfers

$1.70 per 1000 $2.90 per 1000

3)

$3.92 per hr.

These figures are actually taken from a bureau
offering services on two different computers in the same
range where Mi was less powerful than M2. The figures are
now some years old and are not applicable today, but are
indicative of the type of situation a purchaser can
encounter, even in one bureau.
The following accounting records are kept by the
operating system - cpu time, I/O transfers, job core usage.
The quantity described as. “processtime” was defined
to be the sum of cpu time and 25 milliseconds for each I/O
transfer. Therefore,
tp = tc + .025 I
(1)
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,k > 80
,k < 80

(3a)

so that the smallest chargeable amount of memory is 80
kilobytes.
Substituting the constants from Table 2 we get:

4.

DETAILS OF CHARGING METHODS
Without wishing to introduce a lot of mathematics,
we must however, examine statements of charging
techniques and formulate them into simple equations.

(3)

CMl = [-0624+ .0000417 K] tc
+ [.00170 + .0000104 K] I

(4)

and
CM 2 = [.182+ .0000544 K] tc
+ [.00296+ .0000136 K] I

(5)

where K > 80 as defined in (3a).
Deciding what type of jobs to run on which machine
is quite straight forward — we note that the cost C of a job
taking t seconds and having used I I/O transfers has in this
case the form:
C = Ht + BI
where the constants H and.B are obtained from the costing
data provided, and are both functions of core used.
4.1.1 Ratio of cpu speeds
The next point that we notice is that if the job was
actually run on both machines, we would find that the
metered cpu time used on machine Mj, might be tj and
that on M2 might be t2. The term “metered” cpu time is
stressed.
However, the number of I/O transfers (I) is going to
be the same, since we have the same.machine family,
operating system etc. The cost of the job on Mx is:

C^Hjti+BjI

(6)
*

and on M2:
C2=H2t2+B2I

(7)
J
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This last equation can be altered, if we introduce the ratio
t2
R2 j = jr then we have:
C2 =H2R2it!+B2I

(8)

R21 is the ratio of cpu time on M2 to that on Mj.
So the cost of the job on M2 can be established in terms
of measurements made on Mj once a reasonable value of
R2i has been agreed upon.
The equation of form (7), or rather a pair of such
equations, are the key to the approach which we will
develop further.
PTC
Typically, for a given machine (say- in fact Mj) we
might find another bureau offering to charge as follows:

To show this, we will consider two other charging
methods.
4.4.1 I10 Scaled Charges
One bureau charges in the following manner:
Cost for system second = Kj dollars
System second is: 1 second of cpu time,
or
10 I/O transfers to disk
multiplied
by -the fraction of core
used.
System seconds are also obtained by:
Channel time on magnetic tape multiplied by fraction
of core used.

4.2

Using the following nomenclature:

TABLE 3

t
Kj
Id
tj
Tm
f

Item
1) Process time $220.00 per hr.

where process time is calculated as

= metered cpu time
= cost of system second in dollars
= number of I/O transfers to disc
= nominal I/O time per disk transfer
= channel time for magnetic tape
= ratio of core used to core available

cpu time + 45 ms per I/O transfer
then we have:
tp = tc + .045 I

(9)

Adopting the same approach as that used earlier, we find
that a job taking t seconds of cpu time (as measured) and
using I I/O transfers, would cost:
C = .0611 t + .00275 I

(10)

which clearly can be written in the same form as equation
(6), i.e.
C3=Hct + B3I

(11)

4.4

Other RUC Formula
Most of the charging methods that the author has
encountered can be reduced to the:
1
C = Ht + BI

(12)

(where t is metered cpu time and I the number of I/O
operations) form provided that each individual I/O
operation, not the actual channel time is measured.
6

(13)

C = K1t + K1ft1Id + K1fTm

(14)

which admittedly is not quite in the required form!
This particular system has real possibilities for cost
optimisation since the “f ’ used varies as the amount of core
varies during the job - and the system seconds due to I/O
alter therefore during the job. Strictly then, if Tm. seconds
of channel time are used and Id. disk I/O transfers are made
when the core fraction is fj the job cost will be:

4.3

Elapsed Time Charges
The elapsed time charges cannot be related so readily
to the above equations and costing methods for a number
of reasons among which are:
1)
The user’s elapsed time gets the full benefit of any
overlapping amongst I/O operations and between I/O
operations and computing in a stand-alone
environment.
2)
Elapsed times will show the full effects of the
variability of I/O operation times relating to file
positioning, that is, seek times.
We can however, relate elapsed times for stand-alone
jobs to the two charging methods above as we will show
later — although the accuracy of the comparison is
weakened.
,

C = Kj [t + f(tt+Id + Tm)]

C = K! [t + tj f fjldj + fj Tmj]

(15)

I = K, [t+f fj(tIIdj + Tinj)]

(16)

Obviously, a program which can confine its I/O activity to
periods when fj is small will have a lower cost than a similar
program which cannot.
4.4.2 I/O Rates Charged Differently
Another bureau charges at separate rates for different
I/O devices, differentiating between those used for unit
record and other I/O. This will give us an equation of the
kind
C = C4t + H41If + H42Is

(17)

where If is the number of “fast” device I/O transfers, and Is
the number of unit record I/O transfers.
5.
5.1

COST COMPARISON TECHNIQUE
General
The approach used, is to consider only those I/O
transactions not due to unit record activity — these can be
estimated from the blocking factors of the input/output
queues which are generally available, and subtracted from
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978
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the total I/O transfer figure.
Our equation is of the form:

machine Mx is cheaper to use than machine M2, even
though M2 is the more powerful of the two.
We require:

C = Ht + BI

(18)

where t is actual recorded cpu time, and I recorded I/O
transactions.
We can consider that each cpu second had a number
of I/O transfers associated with it - dividing by the cpu
time, we obtain:
c = H + Bi

(24)

Hx + Bjij <H2R2j + B2ix

(25)

which can be re-arranged to give

H2(^-R21)<i,(l-^1)B2

Returning to the equation pair (6), (7)
Cj = Hjtj + Bjl

(20)

C2 = H2R21t1 +B2I
„
to

(21)

We can make the following assumptions, since M2 is
the more expensive machine, which means that the vendor
attempts to charge more for resources. These are:
Hi<H2

we obtain, on normalisation

reflecting a more powerful cpu, and

Bj <B2

(22)

and
B2ix

(23)

and it is easy to see when either machine is cheapest,
without even running a job! (If the cpu time clocks are
accurate!)
Details of Comparison
»
We wish to know the conditions under which
Graph of unit cost

----- if run on

A2:

(28)

reflecting relatively higher costs of I/O activity.
:e that
tl
We note
condition A2 means that:
it (1--1)B2>0

(29)

B

h

Cj = Hj + Bjij

if run on

(27)

H
So that, provided R21 > —3 it will always be cheaper to use
H.
Mj since:

ti

c2 = H2R2i

Ai :

B,

where R>2 j — ~

5.2

(26)

(19)

the cost of one second of cpu time during which i I/O
transfers were performed.
Alternatively, the number of I/O transfers per cpu
second determines the cost of the job. This function has a
graph which is a straight line and involves only two
constants which will be fixed for the job in question.
Equation (18) has two independent variables — we
have just dropped one of them.

,

ci <c2
i.e.

rHl

H2(H0

R21 ) < 0 if R2 j >

Hi

HU

(30)

Similarly, if Bx > B2 which can happen on installations
with very high speed drums (e.g. 5 mS drums on some local
utilities), we have the possibility that:
i(l-|i)B2<0

(31)

so that M2 may always be cheaper than Mx.
Taking the particular example chose, and assuming

vs I/O rate on X/M

M2
Mi

$ vo—

'

$ -5-

Figure 3 I/O Rate in transfers per CPU second Mt
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that 220K bytes are required, and that R21 is .286 (i.e. M2
is 3.5 times faster than Mj), and doing the arithmetic we
see that provided i > 35 I/O transfers per cpu second, then
machine Mx will be cheaper to use than M2!
This is shown in the graphs of the unit costs for each
machine (Ref. Fig. 3).
Note that we can introduce a ratio, or increment so
that we can require Mx to be cheaper by a certain amount,
e.g.

cannot be found, we can relate an equation of our standard
form C = Ht + BI to elapsed time charges so that the
conditions under which equality may be achieved can be
examined.
Assume that the unit charge for ETC is Cl per unit :
time. A job taking T units costs therefore:
C=ClT

(39)

Define actual degree of computer boundedness to be:
— <D

(32)

where D can be greater or less than 1, which alters our basic
equation to:
Hi
DR2i
!k Ho
i>
(33)
b2
D
So that knowing the constants Hx, Bx, H2 and B2 we can
plot the straight lines corresponding to the values of i and
R21 for which (30) holds for fixed values of D (or vice
versa).
5.3 Relationship with Elapsed Times
5.3.1 Single Job Elapsed Times
Let us assume that each I/O transfer uses an average
of tj seconds perhaps this is an actual constant in many
cases.
For a single job taking T seconds we have:
T = tc + 2 I/O time

(34)

If I I/O transfers occurred at an average of tj seconds each,
we have:
T = tc + Iti

ft _ cpu time
_ t
Pa Elapsed time T

^0)

We wish to examine the conditions under which:
C=C

(41)

ClT = Ht + BI

(42)

i.e.
which reduces to:
i.e.

CL- = H + Bi

(43)

^ = H + Bt

(44)

l

Pa
-26-

Pf= f(L.i)
L=cost of elapsed hour for job
with parameters Pf, i.
Constant L curves
— on model m2
— on model
M.

(35)

where tc seconds of cpu time are charged to the job.
We can define the ratio of cpu time to total time, the
“compute boundedness”, to be:
(36)
(37)
tc + Iti
We can convert this back to a form involving i, the
number of I/O transfers per cpu second:
1
(38)
0=
1 + itj
Relating this back to our case of supplier X, charging 25 mS
per I/O transfer, we find that jobs for which j3 < .533
should be run on the slower machine.
If we assume that this figure is realistic, allowing for
overlap of I/O, then we find that the machine Mx will be
cheaper for all but real number crunching jobs, and
certainly-for any utility type functions !
These remarks apply, of course, to the characteristics
of jobs as they run on machine Mx.
It may be necessary to introduce a scaling factor in
(38) to allow for the situation where a fixed figure tj does
not correspond to elapsed time.
However, even assuming that a suitable constant
8

Figure 4 I/O Rate, no EXCPS per second on model
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Assuming an interest in constant costs, we get:
0a =

cL
H+Bi

0a* >

(45)

and we can plot the required hyperbola, which show the
conditions under which the two charging schemes are
equivalent, see Figure 4.
Obviously, more bench-marking may be needed —
except that if two identical machines are involved, all data
may be obtained from one benchmark, if the job is run
“stand-alone”.
We note that the ratio TT , 6 must be less or equal to
H + Bi
n
1 otherwise |3a exceeds 1 and this is impossible — it shows
that:
if

CT
<1
H + Bi

(46)

then ETC is dearer than either RUC or PTC!
5.3.2 Hiring the Complete Installation - Job Mixes
In this case we seek a comparison between running a
number of jobs independently and charging for them
independently, and hiring the installation and seeking the
gains due to multi-programming etc. by running jobs
concurrently.
If we have n jobs, then the total cost is:
C-=S(BtcpUi + HIi)

(47)

C=Br + Hi//

(48)

where r is the sum of all cpu times
and ip is the sum of all I/O transfers.
We can now go direct to equation (43) and re-write it
using:
\jj
i* = (49)
r
i.e. the average I/O transfers/cpu seconds over all jobs.
Of course, we are relating all of this back to the
degree of compute-boundedness, 0a, and are introducing
(Sa*, the ratio of the sum of cpu times for the jobs in the
mix to the elapsed time for mix.
Returning to equation (45) we get:

r
B*=-----—
Pa
H+Bi*

(55)
v '

which is a lot more useful, since an average value for *
will often be available for a given installation! It is after all,
only the degree of cpu utilisation.
As demonstrated by Dorwick (1975), this enables the
user to get the benefit of the overlapping between cpu and
I/O across the whole job mix. As already remarked, other
charging methods assume no overlap of any kind.
The availability of this figure may enable a first
prediction to be made concerning the economics of creating
a job mix.
Certainly, an analyst would be well advised to
examine closely any job mix producing values of 0a* which
differed significantly from the installation norm to, establish
the reason for the variation and the effect on his costs.
Of course, if:
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978

cL

H + Bi*
then elapsed time charging is cheaper.

(51)

6.

COMPARING
COSTS
ON
DIFFERENT
COMPUTERS
The method described is extremely accurate when
different machines in one manufacturer’s range are being
compared. It is also useful as a means of choosing between
different charging techniques offered on identical machines.
It can, however, be used to estimate the effects of
moving to a completely different computer although the
results will not necessarily be as accurate. The accuracy will
depend upon the extent to which the I/O activity can be
predicted on the new installation. If, for example, we can
assume that the logical I/O activity is unchanged, then the
new physical I/O rate can be obtained with a knowledge of
the operating system input/output subsystem. Allowance
must be made for I/O techniques such as indexed sequential
and hash addressed access methods in which subsidiary I/O
transfers may be generated at differing rates.
The result will be some scaling factor for the I/O rate.
A similar situation exists with cpu time. A value of
R21 applicable to the particular program needs to be
obtained. This figure is best obtained by writing a small
program with similar characteristics and running it on both
systems. This technique may help in obtaining an I/O
scaling factor. If S2 is the I/O scaling factor then:
c2=f +S2B2i

(52)

K21
is the cost per unit cpu time on the first machine, where H2
and B2 are the cost factors for the new machine.
Again, we require that:
c2 < ci
ie.
+ S2B2i < Hj + Bji

(53)

K21
and we know H,, B2 and i so that we can produce constant
contour plots of S2 as a function of R2 j for values of c2 =
Dcx where D < 1. It will then be possible to see whether or
not the values of R21 and S2 which give c2 < c, are likely
to occur. This approach will not work in marginal situations
and needs to be used with considerable care.
7.

CONCLUSION
A technique for comparing computer resource
charging proposals has been presented. This technique
works well in situations where different computers in one
manufacturer’s range running identical software are being
considered. It can also be used to estimate the likely effect
upon running cost of moving a program from one machine
to another provided that various parameters can be
estimated.
The technique is simple to use and requires only basic
algebra.
It is also possible to make such management decisiqns
relating to computing procurement as when to rent a
complete installation and when to pay for resources used
on a per job basis.
9
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Book Review
Chess Skill in Man and Machine, ed. P.W. Frey, 1977 (published
Springer-Verlag). 217 pp, cloth, US$16.00.
In 1957 Professor H.A. Simon (a computer scientist) pre
dicted that a computer would be world chess champion within
the following ten years. Shortly after the time limit expired David
Levy (later to become an international chess master) made a wager
with a number of computer scientists that he (Levy) would not
lose to a computer program before the 31st of August, 1978.
There is an outside chance that Levy may lose that wager judging
from the most recent battle between him and CHESS 4.5 (running
on a giant CYBER 176). Levy won the match when CHESS 4.5
resigned on the 43rd move, but it was a hard fight (see SIGART
Newsletter, No. 62, April, 1977). Incidentally, CHESS 4.5 was
entered and won the 1977 Minnesota Open Chess Championship,
defeating along the way players rated as Class A and Expert on
the USCF scale.
How can a program achieve such high standards of play;
can improvements to Grand Master capacity be expected; what
results of a more general nature can be learned from chess pro
gramming? Such questions, and others, are tackled by Frey and
the contributors to this book. The volume opens with a descript
ion of interesting games played up to 1975 in tournaments where
two programs or a human and a program were pitted against each
other (some games from the 1976 ACM Championship appear in
the Appendix). This is followed by a chapter reviewing the liter
ature dealing with the question of how people make decisions and
perceive positions during chess games. Inevitably the question
arises as to whether a program should try to play like a human
being or use algorithms that are peculiarly suited to machine im
plementation.
The next two chapters might convince 'the reader that mach
ine oriented; algorithms are better. Chapter 3 looks at the basic
problems any chess program must resolve: board representation,
move generation, position evaluation, creation of move trees,
pruning move trees and so on. Chapter 4 is a detailed description
of the CHESS 4.5 program by its designers. We find that their
program uses “brute force” generation of all possible moves down
to a given depth, although some moves are followed a little
deeper to make sure no sudden captures or checks were just hidden
10

from “view”. What a contrast from the method adopted by human
players who typically generate fewer than fifty moves during a
search for a best move while CHESS 4.5 may generate as many as
500,000 before making its choice. But CHESS 4.5 designers close
their chapter with some doubts about the ultimate value of “full
width” searching and subsequent contributors in Chapters 5, 6 and
7 amplify those doubts with descriptions of move selection pro
cedures which prune away (hopefully) useless moves and their
continuations so that more computer time will be available for a
deeper analysis of the remaining promising moves.
Finally in Chapter 8 the optimism of the earlier chapters is
balanced by a discussion of the enormity of the task and the
naivety of today’s programs. Included in that chapter is a section
aimed at both those who consider chess programming a waste of
resources, and those who condone it.
Overall the book is well worth reading by anyone inter
ested in chess. A little effort was put into the text to make the
book accessible to non-programmers, but three out of the eight
chapters would make very difficult reading without a program
ming background. References in the back of the book provide a
good cross section of the literature up to mid 1975.
P.M. Herman,
Monash University

CORRIGENDA
In the November 1977 issue, Volume 9,
Number 4, two names were incorrectly cited on the
title page of their respective articles. They were:
Page 145 E.C. Cook should have read B.G.
Cook
Page 159 H.W. Hodaway should have read H.W.
Holdaway
The initials of Mr Cook were also incorrectly
shown on the index page.
The editor apologises for these mistakes.
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A Survey of Interactive Graphics Software
By M. J. McLean*
Interactive graphics software is designed to simplify the task of implementing application
programs which use interactive computer graphics. Software systems range from modest sets of
subroutines for controlling simple displays to special languages with facilities for controlling
asynchronous events from a variety of input devices. The survey is intended primarily for persons who
are already familiar with the basic principles of interactive computer graphics but not with the
literature. It classifies previously published graphics software systems according to their dominant
characteristics and describes the chronological development of the systems within each class.
KEYWORDS: Interactive, Graphics, Software, Languages, Display Files.
CR CATEGORIES: 8.2, 4.22, 4.41, 1.3.

INTRODUCTION
The first significant application of interactive
computer graphics was Sketchpad (Sutherland 1963). Since
the publication of this system numerous software systems
have been developed for simplying the task of writing
application graphics programs. Meads (1972A) calls such
systems “Graphical Programming Languages”. Most systems
concentrate on improving one or more specific aspects of
graphical programming. For example, some systems
emphasise picture editing facilities while others stress the
efficiency with which they control the graphics hardware.
Yet others are primarily concerned with the problems of
response time in remote graphics systems and still others
facilitate the straightforward description of complex
dialogues. A newcomer to the field experiences great
difficulty in assimilating the wealth of available literature
and obtaining an overall appreciation of the state of the art.
This paper surveys the literature and points out the
salient features of each system. It is intended primarily for
persons who already appreciate the basic concepts of
interactive computer graphics but who are not yet familiar
with the literature. Complete newcomers to the field are
recommended to read a basic textbook on interactive »
computer graphics before embarking on this paper.
Newman and Sproull (1973) and Walker, Gurd and
Drawneek (1976) are suitable texts.
Various terms used in this paper are defined as
follows:
Display File: A set of machine instructions for execution
either by a display processor or by software
simulating a display processor.
Display Procedure: An application program procedure
which generates a sequence of display-processor
instructions describing a sub-picture. Display
procedures may call other display procedures and so
generate complex sequences of instructions describing
complex sub-pictures.
Frame Procedure: A display procedure which is not called
by any other display procedure and which, therefore,
defines a complete picture (frame). Several frames
may be displayed simultaneously (overlaid).

Graphical Data Type: A data type (cf. INTEGER and
REAL) which represents graphical information, e.g.
POINT or PICTURE.
Intelligent Terminal: A remote intelligent graphics
installation containing a fixed program.
Intelligent Satellite: A remote intelligent graphics
installation which is programmed separately by an
application programmer for each application.
There are two main forms in which graphics software
systems are produced, namely:
(i)
Packages of subroutines or procedures which are
compatible
with
existing
procedure-oriented
languages.
(ii) Special Languages.
Packages of subroutines are easily implemented and
widely used. Special languages usually extend existing
languages and have the advantage of presenting graphics as
an integrated feature of the existing language. They are
usually implemented by:
(i)
A preprocessor which translates the special language
into the standard existing language (with calls on a
package of graphics procedures), or
(ii) A modification to the compiler for the existing
language.
Preprocessors are more easily implemented but they
have the disadvantages that they require a two-phase
compilation process for application programs, and that they
are unable to produce the detailed diagnostics which are
available in a single integrated compiler.
Graphics
software
isolates
the
application
programmer from the details-of manipulating display files
and controlling specific hardware^. It presents him with a
simplified model of the processes which it performs. We call
this model the Graphical System Model, GSM (Figure 1).
At the heart of each GSM there is usually a display file, the
i

i

Application
Program

J
1

GSM

1

“Copyright 1978, Australian Computer Society Inc.
1
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
Graphical
this material is granted, provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
Functions
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”
Figure 1. Graphical system model
*Department of Computer Science, University of Queensland. Manuscript received August 1977.
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Model Display File, MDF. The MDF is manipulated by the
application program by means of Graphical Functions
which are invoked by subroutine calls or commands in the
special language, depending on the type of software used.
The structure of the MDF is a major factor in
determining the graphical functions which are provided in a
given item of graphics software. There are four main classes
of these functions:
(i) Picture definition functions. These create the MDF
and are closely related to its structure. For example,
if the MDF contains graphical subroutines, it is likely
that the corresponding picture definition functions
will include facilities for declaring the start and end
of a subroutine declaration. However, some picture
definition functions are independent of the MDF. For
example, some graphics software systems provide
functions for defining transformations which are
subsequently to be applied to the arguments of other
picture definition functions. Where systems do not
provide such facilities, application programmers often
find it necessary to write their own graphics packages
to provide them. These packages lie between the
application program and the graphics software and
translate application program “calls” into lower levels
calls on the graphics software. Such packages are
called Application Graphics Sub-Systems, AGSSs
(Figure 2).
_i
Application
Program

i
| AGSS
1
1
1
1
A

Required
Functions

—\

1
j
1
1
j
^

1.

GSM

Actual
Functions

Figure 2. Application graphical subsystem

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
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software systems simply ignore the problem.
The structure of the MDF is usually the most
significant feature of graphics software and is the major
basis for classification in this survey. Seven groups of
systems are classified on this basis and an eighth group
contains systems which emphasise the description of
interactive dialogues. The eight groups are:
1.
Systems without display files.
2.
Display files without structure.
3.
Segmented display files.
4.
Structured display files.
5.
Structured picture definitions.
6.
Display procedures.
7.
Languages with graphical data types.
8.
Systems for dialogue description.
Each group is described in a separate section. The
characteristics of the group are briefly reviewed and the
individual systems are described in chronological order of
publication. For each system the main features are outlined
and the notable or novel features are discussed. The
description of each system is headed by the system’s name.
For uniformity, in cases where a system does not have a
name, the author has invented one, usually consisting of an
acronym from the description of the system in the
published paper. Such inventions are indicated by an
asterisk in the description heading.
The software systems surveyed are summarised in
Table 1.

Editing functions. These allow modification of a
previously defined MDF. In many systems changes
are restricted to replacing whole segments of the
display file, whereas in others it is possible to modify
single graphic primitives within a segment. To modify
part of a display file it is necessary to identify it, and
this involves associating a name with the part.
Powerful editing facilities require correspondingly
complex naming mechanisms.
Hit-identification functions.
These assist the
application in identifying parts of the picture which
have been “picked” by the user by means of a light
pen or stylus. The picked parts are often identified by
the same names as those used for editing.
Dialogue Control. Interactive graphics systems differ
from most interactive computer systems in that it is
often , possible for the user of an interactive graphics
system to provide commands on several devices in
any sequence, e.g., light pen, digitiser or keyboard;
This usually results in great complexity in the section
of each application program which controls the
man-machine dialogue. Some systems have been
specifically developed to simplify this aspect of
interactive graphics programming. However, most

SYSTEMS WITHOUT DISPLAY FILES
These are the simplest of all graphics systems. They
provide mainly picture definition functions and require
minimal internal storage.
1.1

CalComp Basic Software (CalComp Inc. 1974f)
This is not strictly interactive graphical software but
, is included here to show its relation to other systems. It is a
package of subroutines for controlling the CalComp range
of plotters and is representative of most plotter software.
The subroutines are compatible with several programming
languages, including FORTRAN, and provide primitive
facilities for generating straight lines, specified in either,
absolute or relative coordinates, and strings of characters.
1.2

TCS* (Meads 1972B, Tektronix Inc. 1974A)
TCS, Terminal Control System, is a package of
FORTRAN subroutines for controlling the Tektronix 4010
series of Direct View Storage Tube (DVST) terminals
(Tektronix Inc. 1972, 1974B). The TCS subroutines are far
more extensive than those of CalComp Basic Software. In
particular they provide:
(i)
Virtual and Screen Graphics. Virtual mode pictures
are defined on an infinite virtual page. A window
specified in this page is mapped onto the screen.
Screen mode pictures are specified directly in screen
coordinates, and are especially useful for operator
messages etc. Virtual and screen commands may be
freely intermixed.
(ii) Interactive Input. Subroutines are provided to return
virtual or screen coordinates from a graphical input
device. However, no hit-identification is performed.

f The 1974 publication describes software which was developed
much earlier.
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF SURVEYED SYSTEMS
GROUP

System Name

Approx.
Date

Authors

Section

Form of
Implementation

Language/s
supported or
extended

Systems
Without
Display
Files

CALCOMP

n.d.

CalComp Inc.

1.1

Subroutines

TCS

1972

Meads

1.2

Subroutines

FORTRAN
COBOL
PL/I
FORTRAN

Display Files
Without Structure

TRAMP
FOCAL-GT

1968
1973

Sibley et al.
DEC

2.1
2.2

N/A
Subroutines

TRAMP
FOCAL

Segmented Display
Files

GSP

1967

Rully

3.1

Subroutines

VISTRAN

1969

3.2

Subroutines

Euphemie
FGS
OMNIGRAPH

1972
1972
1974

3.3
3.4
3.5

Language
Subroutines
Subroutines

NGP
(Transformed)
INGS

1974

Wallington
& Knowles
Lecarme
Casazza et al.
US National
Institutes of
Health
Sproull &
Thomas
Cohen & Taft

FORTRAN
COBOL
PL/I
FORTRAN

GRIN-2

1967

LEAP
SPINDLE
GINO
APLG
PICTURE BOOK

1969
1971
1971
1972
1973

ICT

1968

NGP
(Structured)
Display Procedures

Euphemie
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
LISP
SAIL
N/A

3.6

N/A

3.7

Subroutines

FORTRAN

4.1

Language

GRIN-2

4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Language
Subroutines
Subroutines
Language Extension
Subroutines

LEAP
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
APL
FORTRAN

5.1

Subroutines

FORTRAN

1974

Cotton &
Greatorex
Sproull & Thomas

5.2

N/A

N/A

EULER-G
LOGO
XPLG

1971
1972
1975

Newman
Newman
Turrill & Mallgren

6.1
6.2
6.3

Language Extension
Language Extension
Language Extension

EULER
LOGO
XPL

Languages With
Graphical Data
Types

GRAF
GPGL
GPL/I
GRAPL/I
TUNA
EX.GRAF
GRAPHEX68

1967
1968
1971
1972
1972
1972
1975

Hurwitz et al.
Kulsrud
Smith
Soop
Berk
Williams' & Krammer
Denert et al.

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7

Language Extension
Language
Language Extension
Language Extension
Language Extension
Language
Language Extension

FORTRAN

Systems For
Dialogue
Description

Reaction Handler
FLEX

1968
1969

Newman
Newman

8.1
8.2

POGO

1970

Rieber & Lamb

8.3

AIDS
METAVIS U

1971
1972

Stack & Walker
Boullier et al.

8.4
8.5

IHT
ICP
CLP

1972
1974
1974

Wycherley
Van Dam et al.
Deecker & Penny

8.6
8.7
8.8

Language
Language and
Language Extension
Interactive System
and Subroutines
Language Extension
Language and
Language Extension
Subroutines
Language Exfension
Language

Structured
Display Files

Structured Picture
Definitions

1975

Christensen &
Pinson
Rovner & Feldman
Kilgour
Woodsford
Giloi et al.
DEC

2.

DISPLAY FILES WITHOUT STRUCTURE
These systems use display files but provide no
facilities for structuring them. Functions are provided for
modifying individual instructions which are referenced by
their logical addresses in the display file. Structuring is the
responsibility of the application program.
2.1

TRAMP (Sibley et al. 1968)
Sibley et al. describe an intelligent terminal which
communicates with a host using a character-based protocol.
The host instructs the terminal to store display instructions
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. I, February 1978
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PL/I
PL/I
FORTRAN
EX.GRAF
ALGOL 68
_

—
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
PL/I
—

LSD
-

at specific addresses in its memory and the terminal
transmits the address of the instruction concerned when a
light pen hit is detected.
The application program is written in TRAMP, an
interactive string-processing language which is an extension
of TRAC (Mooers 1966). The strings of protocol are
handled directly by the application program; there is no
graphical software in the host. TRAMP contains an
associative memory facility based on that of LEAP (section
4.2), which eliminates the need for manipulating graphical
data structures in the application program.
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2.2 FOCAL-GT (Digital Equipment Corporation 1973C)
FOCAL is a simple interactive language for use with
small computers (Digital Equipment Corporation 1972).
Programs are prepared and executed by a combined
editor/interpreter. FOCAL-GT is an extension of FOCAL
which allows graphical programming on a stand-alone
GT40 display. The display file consists of a vector of
logical slots, each capable of holding one display
instruction. The slots are executed sequentially by the
display processor except when a jump instruction is
encountered. Functions are provided for depositing display
instructions in the slots. The application program may
construct a segmented display file, linking the posted
segments together with jump instructions. Light pen
tracking and dragging are facilitated by a similar mechanism
to that used in Picture Book (Section 4.6).
3.

SEGMENTED DISPLAY FILES
A segmented display file consists of a number of
segments which may independently be made visible
(posted) or invisible (unposted). Normally, facilities are
provided for the creation, replacement, deletion, posting
and unposting of segments. Some systems extend these
facilities to permit changes to be made to an existing
segment. Five of the seven systems described in this section
are implemented as packages of FORTRAN subroutines.
3.1

GSP* (IBM Corporation 1967A, Rully 1968)
GSP, Graphic Subroutine Package, is a package of
subroutines for controlling the IBM 2250 range of displays
(e.g. IBM Corporation 1967B). It may be used with
programs written in FORTRAN, PL/I or COBOL (Lecarme
1972). GSP is basically a segmented display file system.
However, when an IBM 2250 model 3 display is used, it is
possible to define display subroutines which can be called
repeatedly from elsewhere in the display file. This
particular version would be more correctly described as a
structured display file system (Section 4).
GSP allows arbitrary groups of adjacent commands
within a segment to be replaced during editing. When the
display file is initially generated the application program
associates a name with each such group so that it may be
referenced later. Replacement commands may not occupy
more space than the ones they replace. Hit detection is also
based on the group names. When the light pen detects part
of the picture corresponding to a group, the group name is
returned to the application program.
3.2

VISTRAN (Wallington and Knowles 1969)
VISTRAN is a package of FORTRAN subroutines for
controlling the VISTA display. Segments of the display file
are stored in arrays which are declared in an application
program and which are passed as arguments to the
VISTRAN subroutines. Any number of segments may be
displayed at one time. A segment is posted or unposted by
reference to its array name.
The graphical/unctions provide automatic translation
and scaling, but no rotation. Other significant features are:
(i)
Insertion and deletion of graphical commands at the
end of a segment, i.e. each segment operates as a
stack.
(ii) Control of the light-pen sensitivity of individual
commands in a segment. However, the only
hit-identification information which is returned is the
coordinates of the end of the detected stroke.
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(iii) Automatic inking and light-pen tracking which
returns a vector of visited points.
3.3

EUPHEMIE (Lecarme 1972)
Euphemie is a procedure-oriented language designed
to overcome several deficiencies of the subroutine interface
of GSP, and in particular the use of meaningless subroutine
names and unnecessarily long argument lists. Euphemie
uses purposeful command names and optional arguments
(defaults are used wherever possible). Most Euphemie
commands translate directly into single GSP subroutine
calls. Euphemie is designed to be written, debugged and run
under an interactive system called Eulalie.
3.4

FGS* (Casazza et al. 1972)
FGS, Fortran Graphic System, is another FORTRAN
subroutine package for controlling the IBM 2250 range of
displays. It is claimed that FGS is less device dependent
than GSP. However, a design aim of FGS was “to supply
the FORTRAN programmer with facilities as near as
possible to the hardware” which must surely defeat this
aim.
3.5

OMNIGRAPH (U.S. National Institutes of Health
1974)
OMNIGRAPH is a package of subroutines which
provides both device and language independence. It is
available on a PDP-10 computer and supports both refresh
displays (Adage AGT-30, DEC 340, DEC GT-40) and
storage displays (ARDS, Computek400, Tektronix 4010),
and the languages FORTRAN, SAIL, LISP.
Graphical functions allow the creation, replacement,
deletion, posting and unposting of segments, and the
appending of commands to the ends of existing segments.
Changes to the display file are double-buffered and changes
to the picture do not occur until a command indicating the
end of a batch of changes is issued. Thus several changes
can be made in one operation avoiding unnecessary
redrawing of the picture in storage tube systems.
Graphical functions are provided for two and
three-dimensional
pictures,
arbitrarily
nested
transformations, clipping and projections. Two notable
limitations are:
(i)
The end points of lines must be specified in absolute
coordinates (most systems recognise the benefits of
relative coordinates).
(ii) The transformations must be provided by the
application program in the form of complicated
transformation matrices. This problem may be
overcome by the provision of the AGSS which
contains commands such as SCALE and ROTATE,
but ideally these should be provided.
Due to the requirement for device independence,
light pen input is not supported. Only a tablet and function
keyboard are permitted. These may be independently
enabled and disabled. Events are entered into a queue
accessible to the application program. Automatic inking is
available for tablet operations but hit detection is absent.
3.6

NGP* (Transformed) (Sproull and Thomas 1974)
NGP,
Network
Graphics
Protocol,
is
a
communication protocol which has been proposed for use
with graphical applications on the ARPA network. It is
included here because it uses an MDF and graphical
functions which are similar to many graphics software
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978
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systems. It allbwsigraphical application programs at any site
to be used at other sites with wide ranges of graphical
hardware configurations. Iri effect the various “user hosts”
simulate a standard intelligent graphics terminal and all
“server hosts” provide software for controlling this
terminal.
There are actually three separate protocols, each
assuming a different level of intelligence.
(i)
Transformed, which builds and maintains a
segmented display file.
(ii) Structured, which builds and maintains a structured
picture definition (section 5.2).
(iii) Positioned Text, which is used with intelligent
character displays and is not discussed in this survey.
The facilities for manipulating the segmented display
file are similar to the graphical functions in OMNIGRAPH
but in addition, the light pen sensitivity, intensity, blink
status etc. of an existing segment may be changed by the
application program.
The protocol allows for the use of any number of
input devices which are considered in five classes:
(i)
Coordinate Devices, e.g. tablet.
(ii) Linear Devices, e.g. potentiometer.
(iii) Function Keyboard.
(iv) Alphnumeric Keyboard.
(v) Clock.
Individual user host implementations may simulate any
class of device using other devices, e.g. two potentiometers
may be used to simulate a coordinate device.
Events may be handled in two ways:
(i)
The application program may enquire about the
present status of a device.
(ii) A device may be enabled so that any activity on it
will cause automatic transmission of its details to the
application program which waits for the input.
The protocol permits the terminal to provide local
dragging of segments, and inking.
3.7 INGS* (Cohen and Taft 1975)
INGS, Interactive Network Graphics System, is a
package of FORTRAN subroutines which control the
operation of an intelligent terminal connected to a host via
the ARPA network. The terminal consists of a PDP-1
computer and a DEC 340 display. Due to the limited
capacity of the PDP-1 the display file for the DEC 340 is
generated in the host and transmitted to the terminal. (N.B.
This system does not use Network Graphics Protocol.)
The
graphic
functions
provide
two
and
three-dimensional facilities, arbitrary transformations,
clipping and projections. The MDF is a simple segmented
display file in which editing is restricted to the creation,
replacement, deletion, posting and unposting of segments.
Whenever the host transmits a command, the terminal
obeys it and then automatically transmits the status of all
its input devices back to the host. There is no facility for
enabling and disabling specific devices or for suppressing
the automatic transmission of their status. The effect of
disabling a device is achieved by the host ignoring the data
which it receives. This feature is justified as follows:
(i)
The protocol is simplified. There is no need for the
host to transmit messages to control the input.
(ii) The terminal program is simplified.
(iii) When the volume of data in a message is
comparatively small, the major cost in transmission is
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978

taken up with overhead. The extra cost of
transmitting details of all devices instead of selected
devices Is small.
(iv) The input message to the host acknowledges
completion of the command and keeps the processors
in synchronism.
A serious inefficiency of this system is that the host must
continually poll the terminal in order to detect user actions.
In most intelligent terminal systems the program in the host
is able to go to sleep waiting for input which signifies that
an event has occurred.
4.

STRUCTURED DISPLAY FILES
These display files contain structured relationships
between the individual segments (or records), normally in
the form of calls on graphical subroutines. Instances are
translated by changing the position of the beam prior to
calling a subroutine.
4.1

GRIN-2 (Christensen and Pinson 1967)
GRIN-2, GRaphical INteraction, is a high-level
language for implementing interactive graphical programs
for the GRAPHIC-2 intelligent satellite (Ninke 1969). It
uses a combined application/graphical data structure which
contains three types of linked records:
(i)
Leaf, which is a display code subroutine.
(ii) Node, which contains calls on leaves and other nodes.
(iii) Branch, which is linked between a node and the leaf
or node which it calls. It contains a variety of
information relating to the particular instance of the
subpicture which is being called, including:
(a) Parameters to control brightness, lightpen
sensitivity etc.
(b) A pointer to an arbitrary block of user data
which is associated with the instance.
(c) A pointer to a user procedure which is
automatically executed if the instance is
detected by the lightpen.
The GRIN-2 program is compiled twice to produce
object programs for both the host and the satellite. The
object programs are different because the two machines
have different roles. Copies of the graphical part of the data
structure are stored in both machines. The two-machine
configuration gives very rapid response at the satellite to
user actions, together with the benefits of a large
time-shared system. In addition, the use of a single
application program which is compiled twice reduces the
complexity of application programming.
4.2

LEAP (Feldman and Rovner 1969, Rovner and
Feldman 1969, Rovner 1970).
The LEAP display file contains two record types:
(i)
Item, which is a display code subroutine. Items may
be created, replaced and deleted but no other editing
is permitted.
(ii) Group, which contains calls on items and other
groups. The individual calls are identified by unique
names and may be selectively changed or deleted.
Group zero, which is initially empty, is permanently
displayed. Other groups and items are “posted” by
inserting appropriate calls in group zero, or in a group
which is already being called from group zero.
LEAP provides an associative memory facility which
removes the need for application programs to build
complex data structures. An elaborate hash symbol table
IS
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structure is used to record associations of the form,
attribute . object = value
It is possible to represent a graphical data structure
using the associative memory to store the relations between
entities in the picture, e.g.
POINT-AT-END-OF . LINE1 = POINT3
LINE-RADIATING-FROM . POINT3 = LINE1
COORDINATE-PAIR-OF . POINT3 = 254,526
The associative memory is able to return automatically all
the entities which have some common features, e.g. to
delete all the lines which radiate from POINT5
foreach LINE-RADIATING-FROM .
POINT5 = x do delete x;
4.3

SPINDLE (Kilgour 1971)
SPINDLE is a package of FORTRAN subroutines
which controls an intelligent terminal connected to a server
host via a high-speed data link (300 Kbps). Due to the
limited capacity of the terminal (a PDP-7 computer with a
DEC 340 display) the display file is generated in the host
and transmitted over the data link. (N.B. This configuration
is very similar to that of INGS section 3.7).
The display file consists of a single record type
(segment) which contains display instructions including
calls on other segments. Segments may be independently
created, edited, deleted, posted, and unposted. Individual
display commands may be modified. Segments may be
“deleted” in either of two ways:
(i)
With Reclamation. The memory occupied is
reclaimed. All other segments are searched for
subroutine calls on the deleted segment and these
calls are also deleted.
(ii) Without Reclamation. The segment is unlinked from
the list of known segments but the memory which it
occupies is not reclaimed so that subroutine calls in
other segments continue to work correctly.
Light pen hit identification is performed by
associating names with arbitrary collections of display
commands within a segment. A name is returned to the
application program if the corresponding portion of the
picture is detected. In some circumstances (these are not
detailed) it is possible to obtain the name associated with
the call command as well as that associated with the
commands in the subroutine.
4.4

GINO (Woodsford 1971)
GINO, Graphic INput Output, is a package of
FORTRAN subroutines for controlling a range of graphical
devices from simple storage displays to intelligent terminals.
The display file consists of segments which may be
created, replaced and deleted. All existing segments are
continuously displayed; the only mechanism for unposting
is deletion. Segments contain display instructions including
calls on display subroutines. However, it has been found
that display subroutines are rarely used because
programmers prefer an alternative facility, User Defined
Objects (UDO’s). These contain display instructions and
calls on other UDO’s. Each call may specify an arbitrary
transformation and clipping operation which is to be
applied to the “instance” of the called UDO. The
commands in the called UDO, modified as a result of the
transformation and clipping, are copied as an open
subroutine into the definition of the calling UDO. Similarly
UDOs are eventually called by, and copied into, segments
of the display file. The transformation and clipping
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operations associated with calls on UDO’s are functionally
similar to those used in Structured Picture Definitions
(section 5). However, GINO is classified as a Structured
Display File system because there is no mechanism for
associating transformation and clipping operations with
calls on display subroutines.
Light pen interaction is aided in a number of ways:
(i)
Hit Identification. A name may be associated with
any display instruction or UDO. When a hit is
detected the names of the corresponding display
instruction and of all the surrounding UDOs are
returned to the application program.
(ii) Confirmation. Any line which is detected is
automatically intensified.
(iii) Related Message. When defining a named display
command or UDO, it is possible to associate with it
another UDO which is included in the display file and
automatically becomes visible when the named object
is selected by the light pen. This permits, for
example, the automatic display of cues when menu
items are selected.
4.5

APLG (Giloi et al. 1972, 1974)
APLG extends APL to include graphical facilities for
controlling an intelligent terminal. It is claimed that APL is
particularly useful for graphical applications because:
(i)
it is inherently interactive, and
(ii) it has very powerful array processing facilities which
permit
straightforward
programming
of
transformations, projections etc.
Three levels of structure are distinguishable in the
MDF:
(i)
Graphical Primitives, which are individual display
commands for drawing points and lines.
(ii) Items, which are groupings of adjacent graphical
primitives, all of the same type, e.g. a group of lines.
(iii) Pictures, which are composed of a number of items
and other pictures. The display file exhibits a
structure analogous to the Algol block-structure.
Nested picture structures are created by nesting the
definitions of the pictures, e.g.
Begin picture 1
Begin picture 2
End picture 2
Begin picture 3
End picture 3
End picture 1
Pictures and items may be replaced or deleted by referring
to them by names which are specified when they are
created. Deletion or replacement of a picture applies to all
pictures nested within that picture.
Pictures and items may be enabled independently for
light pen detection. When a hit occurs functions are
provided to return:
(i)
The name of the picture concerned.
(ii) The name of the item concerned.
(iii) The index of the appropriate graphical primitive
within the item.
(iv) The coordinates of the endpoint of the detected line.
4.6

PICTURE BOOK (Digital Equipment Corporation
1973A)
Picture Book is a package of FORTRAN subroutines
for controlling the GT-40 display (Digital Equipment
Corporation 1973B) operating as an intelligent terminal.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978
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The display file closely reflects the GT-40 hardware and
contains two main types of record, both of which are
display subroutines. These are:
(i)
Figure, which contains only short vector instructions.
(ii) Picture, which contains long and short vector
instructions, text drawing instructions and subroutine
calls on other pictures and figures.
The instructions contained in a figure each occupy one
word of memory and in a picture occupy three words.
Individual instructions within a record may be referenced
and modified by specifying the name of the record together
with the index of the instruction within the record.
Records are posted and unposted in a similar way to LEAP
(section 4.2). Picture zero is always visible although initially
empty. Other records are made visible or invisible by
inserting or deleting calls on them in other visible records.
Light pen tracking and dragging is facilitated by a
mechanism which automatically deposits the light pen
coordinates into the operand field of the first instruction in
picture zero whenever a hit occurs. The application
program deposits an instruction into this location to move
the beam to this position. The second instruction in picture
zero is usually a subroutine call on a record which draws a
tracking cross or other object which follows the light pen
across the screen. When a hit occurs the name of the
corresponding picture, the index of the corresponding
instruction in that picture, and the coordinates of the
detected point are returned to the application program.
STRUCTURED PICTURE DEFINITIONS
These are structured display files which allow
tranformation and clipping operations to be associated with
each call on a display subroutine (Newman and Sproull
1974). They are particularly suitable for display systems
with transformation hardware (Hagan et al. 1968, Thornhill
1968, Lesk 1972, Callan 1975).

5.2 NGP* (Structured) (Sproull and Thomas 1974)
Network Graphics Protocol (Structured Format) is a
proposed alternative to the transformed format described in
section 3.6. The MDF consists of records (figures) which
each contain a number of units of two possible types:
(i)
Primitive Units, which are sequences of graphical
primitives.
(ii) Call Units, which are subroutine calls on other
figures, involving transformation and clipping
operations.
Both figures and individual units may be assigned names by
the application program. They may be created, replaced,
deleted, posted and unposted. A light pen hit causes the
name of the unit concerned and that of the figure which
contains it to be returned to the application program.
6.

DISPLAY PROCEDURES
Display procedures are an efficient alternative to
SPDs for systems without transformation hardware. In such
a system an SPD must be translated by software into a
segmented or structured display file which is then executed
by the display. Display procedures permit the generation of
segmented display files directly by the application program,
thereby saving the memory space occupied by an SPD.
Each subpicture is described by an application program
procedure (display procedure) which is executed once for
each instance of that subpicture. Transformation and
clipping operations are associated with each display
procedure call and these are applied to the “output” of the
procedure before it is entered into the display file.

5.

5.1

ICT* (Cotton and Greatorex 1968, Cotton 1971)
This is a complex intelligent satellite system in which
similar structured picture definitions (SPDs) are stored in
both the host and the satellite computers. The MDF
consists of records (groups) containing graphical primitives
(cf. display instructions) and calls on other groups which
may involve transformations. When a picture is to be
displayed the SPD in the host is “clipped” and those
parts of the structure representing visible parts of the
picture are transmitted to the satellite, where they are built
into another (incomplete) SPD. The satellite also generates
a Structured display file which is actually executed by the
display processor.
Both the host and the satellite must be programmed
for each application. The satellite program is translated in
the host into Interaction Control Tables, ICTs, which are
transmitted to the satellite. These ICTs are interpreted by a
fixed program in the satellite in response to user actions.
The ICT language contains a wide range of arithmetic,
logical, testing and branching instructions together with
special facilities for tracking the light pen, identifying hits,
traversing the SPD, creating new picture segments and
transmitting information to the host. By using ICTs it is
possible to program the satellite to produce “arbitrarily”
complex responses almost instantaneously and to inform
the host by sending it a message.
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6.1

EULER-G (Newman 1971)
EULER-G is an extension of the EULER language to
include display procedures. EULER (Wirth and Weber 1966
A,B) is a highly-structured procedure-oriented language
which provides the general purpose computational facilities
necessary for implementing interactive graphical systems.
Each display procedure defines a subpicture on a
new virtual page. Each call instruction specifies a
transformation and clipping operation which is to be
applied when mapping the subpicture into the virtual page
of the calling procedure. The call may also specify a name
which is returned to the application program if the instance
is pointed at by the user.
Segments of the display file are created by calls on
special display procedures called frames. A frame procedure
may not be called by any other display procedure. A
segment is replaced by re-executing the corresponding
frame procedure with different parameters. Segments may
be deleted but no provision (is made for temporarily
unposting them.
Unnecessary execution is eliminated by the use of
boxing. At the start of execution of each display procedure
the clipping parameters for all the active procedures are
examined to find whether any part of the instance
described by the procedure is visible. If nothing is visible
the remainder of the procedure is not executed.
6.2

LOGO (Newman 1972,1973)
LOGO is an elegant but simple string-processing
language which runs under the control of an interactive
editor/interpreter (cf. FOCAL-GT section 2.2)i It
discourages the use of variables, and recursion is the main
mechanism for looping. It has been extended to include
display procedures, and runs on a small stand-alone
17
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computer system. It is used for teaching purposes and
casual computing. The graphical extension contains the
following notable features:
(i)
The clipping parameters associated with a procedure
call are specified in the called procedure instead of in
the calling procedure. These parameters are
mandatory so boxing can always be used whereas in
EULER-G they are optional and boxing is not always
possible.
(ii) The implementation uses a clipping algorithm which
clips lines to an arbitrary convex polygon (Sutherland
and Hodgeman 1974). This permits arbitrary
sequences of clipping to rectangular windows and
transformations involving rotation to be performed as
a single clipping operation followed by a single
transformation. Previous systems have either
performed multiple clipping and transformation
operations or prohibitied the simultaneous use of
both clipping and rotation.
(iii) LOGO does not distinguish frame procedures from
other display procedures. The system automatically
treats any display procedure call as a call on a frame
procedure if there are no other display procedures
currently active.
(iv) The output of a display procedure may be appended
to an existing display file segment.
6.3 XPLG (Turrill and Mallgren 1975)
XPLG is an extension of the XPL language. XPL is
itself notable because its compiler is produced by a
compiler generation system. It is, therefore, particularly
suitable for experimenting with language extensions. XPLG
contains display procedures based on those of EULER-G.
Turrill and Mallgren explicitly discuss a number of
problems which were not raised in previous papers and
describe some minor extensions to the facilities previously
provided. In particular XPLG provides:
(i)
A stack which returns the “names” associated with all
the active display procedures when a “hit” is
detected.
(ii) A function which returns the relative scales between
pairs of display procedures at different activation
levels. This is a generalisation of an EULER-G facility
which returns the overall scale which is applied to a
procedure. It is used for conditionally controlling the
detail which is displayed depending on the scale of
the picture.
7.

LANGUAGES WITH GRAPHICAL DATA TYPES
These languages provide data types (graphical) which
“contain” arbitrary pictures. The MDF is visualised as the
contents of one or more graphical variables.
7.1

GRAF (Hurwitz et al. 1967)
GRAF is an extension of FORTRAN for controlling
an IBM 2250 display. A GRAF program is pre-processed
into a FORTRAN program which makes subroutine calls on
the Express Graphic Subroutine Package (a variation of
GSP (section 3.1)).
GRAF introduces a new data type, DISPLAY, which
has values which are arbitrary sequences of display
instructions. A set of library functions of type DISPLAY
take numeric arguments and return single display
instructions e.g. PLACE (X,Y) returns a display instruction
which moves the beam to position (X,Y). Sequences of
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instructions are produced by combining single instructions
using the CONCATENATE operator (+). For example
B = PLACE(X,Y) + A + LINE(V,W)
stores in B a sequence of instructions which moves the
beam to position (X,Y), draws the picture represented by
the string in A and then draws a line to position (V,W).
The system uses a segmented display file in which the
segments are the copied contents of display variables. Hit
identification is facilitiated by a mechanism which indicates
which variable or array element corresponds to the segment
which was selected. The X and Y coordinates of the
detected point are also made available to the application
program.
7.2

GPGL* (Kulsrud 1968)
GPGL, General Purpose Graphic Language, is a
meta-compiler for generating graphic languages and is
typical of meta-compiler systems. It generates a compiler
given a definition of language syntax and a set of semantic
routines. Graphical commands are normally translated into
calls on a package of standard subroutines.
The paper describes a specific graphic language which
has been implemented using the meta-compiler. It contains
several special data types, including POINT, LINE and
ARC, and a range of commands for defining and analysing
pictures.
7.3

GPL/I (Smith 1971)
This extension of PL/I generates a structured picture
definition. It contains a new type of variable, IMAGE,
which represents a subpicture and is actually a pointer to a
node in the SPD. Operators are provided for combining and
transforming images. They cause the generation of new
nodes in the SPD. For example,
A=B+>C
sets image A to the combination of images B and C. It
actually sets A to point to a new node which contains two
pointers equal to those in B and C.
7.4

GRAPL/I (Soop 1972)
This is also an extension of PL/I and is very similar to
GPL/I although it appears to have developed
independently. It is neither as extensive nor as elegant as
GPL/I. It introduces a new data type, GRAPHIC, which is
equivalent to GPL/I IMAGE.
7.5

TUNA (Berk 1972)
TUNA is an extension of FORTRAN which is
implemented as a pre-processor which translates TUNA
programs into FORTRAN. It has a new data type,
GRAPHICAL (which is actually a pointer) and generates an
SPD in a similar way to GPL/I. The SPD is manipulated
using expressions which are similar to those in PDL (Miller
and Shaw 1968).
Hit identification is facilitated by the command
ON LIGHTPEN p,n
where p is a graphical variable and n is a statement label.
When a hit occurs control is transferred to statement n and
p is set to point to the terminal node in the SPD
corresponding to the detected line. The pointer in p is
identified by testing for equality with other graphical
variables (pointers) and by testing for containment using
the new logical operator .IN. where P1.IN.P2 is true if and
only if the structure pointed at by PI is contained in the
structure pointed at by P2.
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7.6

EX.GRAF (Williams 1972, A,B, Williams and
Krammer 1972)
EX.GRAF is an extensible programming language
originally designed for computer graphics applications but
which has since developed as a general-purpose
programming language. It is implemented by a
pre-processor which translates EX.GRAF programs into
FORTRAN. It permits the definition of arbitrarily complex
data types and equally complex operations for
manipulating and combining elements with these data
types. Extremely complex data structures may be built and
manipulated comparatively easily using these facilities.
Williams (1971) reviews the development of data structures
in computer graphics and demonstrates the need for the
data structure facilities provided in EX.GRAF.
7.7

GRAPHEX68 (Denert et al. 1975)
GRAPHEX68 is an extension of ALGOL 68 and is
implemented using the extensible language facilities of the
host language. It consists of a set of user-level data type,
operator and procedure definitions which, when
incorporated in an ALGOL 68 program, provide graphical
facilities. It constructs a structured picture definition
similar to those of GPL/I and TUNA.
Editing is facilitated by two binary operators,
extended by and reduced by, which insert or remove a
single pointer from a node in the SPD, e.g.
A reduced by B
deletes a pointer which is equal to that in B from the node
pointed at by A. Hit identification is facilitiated by the
boolean function hiton (P) which is true if a hit has been
recorded on subpicture P. Multiple instances of the same
subpicture may be differentiated by qualified references
e.g.
if hiton (c within d) then ....
8.

SYSTEMS FOR DIALOGUE DESCRIPTION
These systems are specifically oriented towards the
description of interactive dialogues in terms of user actions
and machine responses.
,
Reaction Handler (Newman 1968)
The dialogue is first represented by a finite-state
diagram where each state represents a situation in which the
computer waits for the user to perform some action.
Associated with each state is a cue which is displayed while
the machine is in that state to prompt the user. Each
possible action is represented by an arc which radiates from
the state and associated with the arc is an application
procedure which is executed wherever the arc is selected.
Having executed the procedure the machine may return to
the same state or enter another state as indicated by the
arc.
The finite-state diagram is coded in a special language,
the Network Definition Language, NDL, and the
procedures associated with the arcs are written in a
procedure-oriented language. The NDL program is
translated into a control table and the procedures are
compiled. The two outputs are then loaded together with a
program called the Reaction Handler which interprets the
control table and controls the display, calling on the
application procedures as required.

system involving an intelligent satellite. Three aspects of the
dialogue are described separately:
(i)
The finite-state diagrams, in a language called The
Control Language.
(ii) The procedures to be executed in the satellite, in a
language called FLEX.
(iii) The procedures to be executed in the host, in a
suitable procedure-oriented language.
FLEX is a variation of EULER (Wirth and Weber 1966A,B)
which has been extended to provide a sturctured display
file facility. Records contain both display instructions and
calls on other records. They may be created, replaced,
deleted, appended to, posted and unposted.
8.3

POGO (Rieber and Lamb 1970)
POGO is a system for implementing interactive
dialogues which involve only:
(i)
A finite number of pictures, which are determined at
implementation time, but which may contain
numerical fields which change at run time.
(ii) Graphical input operations consisting of the selection
of menu items. Other interactive input is via the
alphanumeric keyboard.
The POGO system consists of:
(i)
An interactive design program which permits the
application programmer to define interactively the
pictures which are to be used. Various parts of the
pictures may be designated to be dynamic numeric
fields and/or sensitive areas (menu items). The
pictures are stored in a disk file.
(ii) A set of FORTRAN subroutines which are used by
the application program to read the pictures from the
disk and display them. The subroutines also change
the values displayed in dynamic fields and identify
menu items which have been selected.
POGO reduces the size of interactive programs by
describing separately the pictures which are used in the
dialogue. Most application programs which use other
graphics software contain a large section of code which is
only executed once, at the start of the program, to define
the basic pictures which are used.

8.1

8.2

FLEX (Newman 1969)
This extends the Reaction Handler concept to a
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8.4

AIDS (Stack and Walker 1971)
AIDS, Advanced Interactive Display System, is an
extension of FORTRAN which describes interactive
dialogues in terms of finite-state diagrams. It is translated
by a preprocessor into FORTRAN. It is unlike Reaction
Handler because it specifies both the dialogue and the
application procedures in the same program. It uses a
structured display file similar to that of GRIN-2 (section
4.1).
8.5

METAVISU (Boullier et al. 1972)
METAVISU is a system for implementing interactive
graphical applications on an intelligent satellite. The
satellite program is written in the METAVISU Interaction
Language which is based'on Newman’s NDL (section 8.1).
The commands executed in the satellite in response to user
actions may include calls on parametric procedures in the
host. Details of each call, together with the values of the
parameters, are transmitted to the host where the
procedure is executed. When the procedure is finished the
results are transmitted back to the satellite.
The application program in the host is written in a
version of CPL/I which has been extended to include
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display procedures based on those of EULER-G (section'
6.1). CPL/I is itself an extension of PL/I to include an
associative memory feature based on LEAP (section 4.2).
Hit identification is facilitated by associating a name
with each display procedure call. When a hit is detected a
stack of names associated with the active procedures is
returned.
8.6

IHT* (Wycherley 1972)
IHT, Interaction-Handling Technique, is a package of
subroutines for controlling an intelligent satellite. It can be
used in three different ways depending on the experience of
the application programmer:
(i)
Elementary. The program does not reflect. the
existence of the satellite.
(ii) Intermediate. A control table representing a
finite-state diagram is transmitted to the satellite.
This table instructs the satellite to respond to specific
user actions by calling on a number of pre-defined
system procedures.
(iii) Advanced. Extra procedures are written for the
satellite to supplement the system procedures
described in (ii) above.
The control table is subdivided into “Action Phases” which
are equivalent to the wait states of a finite-state diagram.
Each action phase contains a list of instructions which are
to be executed when the phase is entered (e.g. to display a
cue) and a list of instructions which are to be executed in
response to each permissible user action. These may cause
the execution of one or more procedures and/or a change
to another phase.
8.7

ICP (van Dam and Stabler 1973, van Dam et al. 1974)
ICP, Interconnected Processor, permits procedure
execution to be dynamically transferred between a host and
an
intelligent
satellite.
It
is
not
strictly
a
dialogue-description system but is described here because of
its similarity to METAVISU (section 8.5) with respect to its
method of executing procedures remotely. A single
application program is written in a language called LSD and
parts of it are compiled for both computers (cf. GRIN-2
section 4.1). The program consists of a number of distinct
modules (procedures) which are designated to be executed
entirely in the host, entirely in the satellite, or in either
computer (such procedures are described as ICPable). Each
computer is loaded with:
(i)
The procedures which are to be executed entirely
within it.
(ii) The ICPable procedures.
(iii) Dummy procedures representing the procedures
which are to be executed entirely within the other
machine.
(iv) A package of ICP control routines which gather
statistics and control execution.
Instructions are inserted into the start of each
ICPable and dummy procedure to trap to the ICP control
routines when the procedure is called. The control routines
check to see whether execution is to occur locally, in which
case control is sent to the local procedure, or remotely. In
this case values of the formal arguments are transmitted to
the remote computer where the resident ICP routines set up
a call on the remote procedure using these argument values.
Results of the execution are returned via the remote ICP
routines to the local ICP routines and thence to the
procedure calling the ICPable routine (cf. METAVISU).
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At the start of execution of the program an arbitrary
decision is made concerning the machine which is to
execute each of the ICPable procedures. Then, at any stage
during execution the user may interrupt the program to
obtain runtime statistics from the ICP control routines, and
as a result may designate that execution of a specific
ICPable procedure is to be “transferred” to the other
machine. In this case the control routines in the machine
which is currently executing the procedure transmit to the
other machine the values of all the local variables in the
procedure, and these are used to set up the local workspace
of the corresponding procedure in the other machine. The
execution of the application program may then resume and
the procedure is executed in the new machine without
there being any apparent effects from the transfer.
The ICP system permits the user to allocate
procedures to machines dynamically in order to optimise
response times under various conditions. For example,
suppose the satellite does not provide floating point
hardware. It is normally best to execute all the numerical
procedures in the host. However, if the host temporarily
becomes heavily loaded so that its response becomes
intolerable, it may well be advisable to transfer the
execution of the numerical procedures to the satellite
where they are performed in software.
8.8 CLP* (Decker and Penny 1974)
CLP,
Command
Language
Processor,
uses
meta-linguistic techniques to specify the syntax of
commands consisting of sequences of user actions. It
automatically rejects actions which are incompatible with
previous actions in the current command and displays
appropriate error messages. When a whole command has
been recognised satisfactorily it executes a sequence of user
provided procedures.
9.

CONCLUSION
The survey encompasses a wide range of graphical
software systems which have been designed to solve an
equally wide range of problems. However, it has shown that
most of these systems can meaningfully be classified
according to the structure of their MDFs, and that this
classification gives insight into their relative characteristics.
Several problem areas in computer graphics have been
raised during the survey, e.g. the programming and control
of remote intelligent satellites, dialogue description, device
and language independence and distributed execution of
programs. Many of the problems still require adequate
solution and application programming remains a tedious
process. It can be expected that recent dramatic reductions
in graphical hardware costs will result in increased demands
for sophisticated software and that development will
continue. The author believes that easy-to-implement
subroutine packages will gradually be replaced by elaborate
extensions of modern very-high-level languages.
10.
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Book Review
James M. Ortega (Ed.) - Computer Science and Scientific
Computing, Academic Press, New York, 1976, pp 306,
SUS16.
This book is the proceedings of the Third ICASE conference
on Scientific Computing held in Williamsburg, Virginia in April,
1976. The proceedings consist of the following papers: Language as
a Tool for Scientific Programming (Victor R. Basili), Data
Definition, Structures and Management in Scientific Computing
(J.C. Browne), Computer-aided Design and Computer Science
Technology (Robert E. Fulton and Susan J. Voigt), Scientific
Applications of Symbolic Computing (Anthony C. Hearn), The
Astro-physicist and the Computer (Icko Iben, Jr.), Turbulence and
Wind tunnels (Harvard Lomax), General Purpose Program for Finite
Element Analysis: Some Computational considerations (Pedro V.
Marcal), Case studies in Reliable computing (W.M. McKeeman),
Design of Large Hydrodynamics codes (Steven A. Orszag), Software
Tools for Computer Graphics (R.L. Phillips), Computers and
Quantum Chemistry (Isaiah Shavitt), Computer Architecture in the
1980s (Harold S. Stone) and Minicomputer Complexes: Progress
and Prospects (Wm. A. Wulf).
The paper by V.R. Basili is a discussion of the language
requirements for Scientific computing. The Author suggests the
development of an application oriented family of languages, one
language for each scientific application area, based on a core design
which consists of a minimal set of common language features and a
simple common runtime environment. The paper by J.C. Browne is
an introduction to data structures required in scientific computing,
data representation and data management. McKeeman in his paper
presents three examples from different fields to illustrate some of
the techniques of, what the author calls, Reliable Computing.
The papers of Iben, Lomax, Orszag, arid Shavitt deal with
problems requiring huge amounts of computing power. Iben in an
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amusing way describes the difficulties faced by an academic
astrophysicist whose problems require several days of CPU time; a
debug run might require an hour of CPU time on IBM 360/75.
Lomax discusses the computing of unsteady three dimensional fluid
flow. Orszag presents a case study of the design of code for
two-dimensional turbulence and two-layer ocean dynamics
problems. Shavitt discusses the solution of the Schrodinger
equation. Several of these authors complain about the academic
computing environment where priority must be given to large
numbers of users with small jobs and therefore users with large jobs
must get very low priority.
The papers of Stone and Wulf discuss the future of Computer
architecture. Stone discusses the present trends in technology and
then speculates about the developments in the field of medium-scale
and large-scale computers in the next 10-15 years. Wulf discusses the
interconnections of many small processors to deliver the power of a
large machine.
The rest of the papers discuss several other topics. Fulton and
Voigt describe aerospace design environment and then discuss the
requirements of the engineering designer for interactive design
systems. Hearn reviews some of the successful applications of
symbolic computation in Scientific problem solving. Marcal
discusses the computational efficiency and reliability of general
purpose programs for finite element analysis and Phillips presents
quite a good survey of graphic routines of proven utility available
from various sources at minimal cost.
In summary, the book is an interesting collection of papers
covering a wide range of topics which shows that scientific
computing is a diverse activity spanning many disciplines including
mathematics, numerical analysis, programming languages, data
structures, computer architecture, and others.
G.K. GUPTA (Monash)
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On Structuring Operating Systems
With Monitors
By J. L. Keedy*
This paper considers whether Hoare’s monitor proposal for structuring operating systems could
usefully be applied in the design of substantial operating systems for mefium or large computers.
Attention is drawn to problems which might arise in terms of the structural form of monitors, the
approach to resource scheduling, and the monitor approach to synchronisation and process scheduling.
An appended note considers the related technique proposed by Wirth in the Modula language.
KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: monitors, synchronisation, multiprogramming, classes, operating
systems, critical regions, semaphores.
CR CATEGORIES: 4.21,4.31, 4.32, 4.35.

1.

INTRODUCTION
In a paper which has created considerable interest in
academic
circles,
Hoare
(1974)
has
developed
Brinch Hansen’s (1972, 1973, 1975) concept of a monitor
as a method for structuring operating systems. Such a
monitor is characterised by three features:
(i)
its textual form is based on that of the class
mechanism of Simula 67 (Dahl, Myhrhaug and
Nygaard, 1968);
(ii) it provides a standard mechanism for delaying and
restarting processes which claim a currently
unavailable resource; and
(iii) it provides a guarantee against the danger of
concurrent access to scheduling variables by
interpreting all the procedure bodies of the monitor
as a single critical region.
An operating system will consist of many such monitors,
each scheduling its own kind of resource and using its own
private data structures. Such monitors should not be
confused with ‘a traditional “monolithic” monitor,
maintaining large system tables, all of which can be
accessed and updated by any of the procedures of the
monitor’ (Hoare, 1974).
Several academic or ‘toy’ operating systems have been
developed using the monitor concept (e.g. Brinch Hansen,
1976; Lister and Maynard, 1976; Saxena and Bredt, 1975).
But it has not yet been used in the development of a
substantial ‘real’ operating system. We have in mind a
system designed for a medium or large-scale computer
complex (possibly with more than one central processor)
with
the
objective
of efficiently and reliably
multiprogramming several user tasks written in various
programming languages. These tasks may be submitted in
different modes (e.g. batch, timesharing or real-time
transaction processing) and will have varying requirements
with regard to turnaround or response time; they will also
require controlled access to a substantial filestore or
database. Such systems differ from most experimental
operating systems not only in sheer size, but also in the
“Copyright 1978, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

provision of ‘higher’ level software abstractions such as
high-level schedulers and a user/file catalogue, which
confront the operating system designer with problems
which differ considerably from the typical low-level
scheduling problems present in small (and large) systems.
As a former designer of a highly-structured large-scale
system (Keedy, 1976), I would like to offer some
comments which suggest that monitors could prove to be a
rather unsatisfactory structuring tool for such a system, in
the hope that the criticisms offered, which stem partly
from my own reflections and partly from the reported
experiences of others who have attempted to use monitors,
will be seen as constructive and thereby contribute to the
search for a suitable operating system structuring
technique. We conclude by outlining some possible features
of such a technique.
2.

THE FORM OF MONITORS
Figure 1 reproduces the structure of a monitor as
proposed by Hoare (1974), and Figure 2 is his example of a
simple monitor which schedules the use of a single
resource*. The model for this structure, the Simula 67 class
mechanism (Dahl et al, 1968), also underlies both Hoare’s
view of a data representation (Hoare, 1972) and the data
abstraction feature in the new. generation of experimental
programming languages, such as Alphard (Wulf, London
and Shaw, 1976), CLU (Liskov and Zilles, 1974) and Model
(Johnson and Morris, 1976). All these developments make
an important advance on Simula classes by defining that the
data of the monitor or abstract variable is private, being
accessible only to the associated procedures and functions,
thus making the interface to1 such a unit entirely
procedural.
monitorname: monitor
begin.. . declarations of data local to the monitor;
procedure procname(... formal parameters...);
begin. . .procedure body. .. end;
. .. declarations of other procedures local to the monitor;
. .. initialization of local data of the monitor. ..
end;
Figure 1: Hoare’s Monitor Structure
*

Figures 1 and 2 are reproduced by permission of *the
Association for Computing Machinery Inc.

*Department of Computer Science, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, 3168, Australia. Manuscript received 23rd August 1977.
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single resource:monitor
begin busy'.Boolean;
nonbusy: condition;
procedure acquire;
begin if busy then nonbusy, wait;
busy := true
end;
procedure release;
begin busy :=false;
nonbusy, signal
end;
busy := false\comment initial value;
end single resource
Figure 2: Hoare’s Single Resource Scheduler

One reason for restricting the scope of data in this
way is that the resultant program unit helps to simplify the
task of proving the correctness of otherwise large programs.
But the attempt to transfer this advnatage to monitors is
not without a cost: the proof is valid only if the entire
monitor is treated as a single critical region which, as we
shall see, can lead to a serious reduction in the amount of
parallelism which is achievable in a large system.
Furthermore, Hoare concedes that his proof technique does
nothing to avoid the risks of deadlocks or other scheduling
disasters. The resultant proofs are not worthless; but the
fact that they ignore the fundamental problems of
operating system correctness raises the question of whether
the price to be paid is too high. Of course, if the monitor
exclusion feature is in any case essential to ensure correct
working of the system, then nothing is lost. In the examples
provided by Hoare this is generally true. But in ‘real’
systems the monitors will frequently be larger, and contain
non-critical code, such as parameter checking. (Hoare
recommends
that
error-checking
should be
the
responsibility of a “user-envelope”, but the inadequacies of
this proposal for developing real fault-tolerant operating
systems have been exposed by Parnas (1975 a), cf. Denning
(1976)).
Another important advantage derived from modelling
data abstractions on Simula classes is that the resultant
programming unit provides a powerful new tool for
top-down structured programming, viz. an ability to
postpone decisions about the representation of data
structures (e.g. stacks, trees, queues) analogous to the use
of procedures to postpone decisions regarding the
representation of actions. However, real operating systems
are usually designed ‘bottom-up’ or ‘inside-out’ (not
without design excursions to the outside, of course) not
only for the reasons listed by Parnas (1975b), but also
because of the conceptual and practical advantages of
building an operating system as a hierarchy of abstract
machines, as advocated by Dijkstra (1968b). Nevertheless, a
top-down method may be useful for further refining
modules isolated using a largely bottom-up method (e.g. see
Keedy (1976)); but the schedulers (monitors) will
generally be numbered amongst these, modules, because
their need to exist will be evident from the nature of the
operating system under consideration. Only rarely will the
need for a scheduler (unlike a data abstraction) emerge
through further top-down refinement.
The relationship between monitors and Simula classes
may also be responsible for a related misconception, that an
operating system can be designed as a single large program
24

using a high level language which incorporates a monitor
facility for solving synchronisation and scheduling
problems, such as Concurrent Pascal (Brinch Hansen,
1975). Such a method has been made to succeed for a small
operating system which runs one user program at a time
(Brinch Hansen, 1976), but seems to be a completely
unrealistic approach for designing a system on the scale of
IBM’s OS/360 (IBM, 1967), Burroughs B6700 (MCP
(Burroughs, 1970), the ICL2900 VME-B (Keedy, 1976) or
similar systems. Whilst advocates of monitors may question
the value of large scale systems of this sort (Hoare, 1972a),
such a view will carry little weight with manufacturers and
users of medium and large computers.
If the incorporation of monitors as quasi-data
abstractions into high level languages is irrelevant for real
operating systems, then so is the idea of classes of monitors.
Even in the fairly unusual cases where several schedulers are
identical in structure (e.g. because they schedule identical
resources), this can be better handled by a system
construction utility (preferably arranging for code sharing)
than by a compiler.
As a final example of the oversimplifications involved
in transfering the structure of Simula classes to operating
system design, we note that initialisation of a monitor is
achieved by an implicit initialisation procedure (which in
block-structure terms can be regarded as the code body of
the monitor). In Simula, the initialisation procedure is
called implicitly each time a new variable of the class is
created. This calling mechanism is clearly inappropriate for
initialising operating system monitors, which are not
generally created dynamically. An explicit procedure to be
called at system initialisation seems more appropriate, and
will typically be one of a set of housekeeping procedures
associated with each monitor. Others might include a
re-initialisation procedure (called as part of recovery from a
system crash), an error detection procedure (to check the
consistency of the monitor’s database), procedures to
handle termination of user processes (in case they didn’t
return allocated resources), a procedure called at system
closedown, procedures to advise of failure of hardware
resources, etc. (Keedy, 1976). The rather elegant simplicity
of Hoare’s monitor examples is of course achieved by
ignoring these points, which cannot be overlooked in the
design of ‘real’ operating systems.
3.

RESOURCE SCHEDULING
A characteristic feature of monitors is that they
provide a standard mechanism for delaying, and
subsequently resuming, processes which attempt to allocate
an unavailable resource. The details of the method vary in
different monitor proposals. For example, Concurrent
Pascal introduces queue variables with delay and continue
operations (Brinch Hansen, 1975); Hoare (1974) proposes
condition variables with wait and signal operations;
Shrivastava (1976) suggests an await primitive specifying a
boolean condition, with waking up being automatic as a
result of the condition becoming true. The significant point
to note is not the individual advantages and disadvantages
of these basically similar scheduling mechanisms, but the
fact that a standard mechanism is provided at all. The
implicit assumption is that all the schedulers in an operating
system will be happy to adopt the same basic scheduling
strategy. Thus the real issue is not so much whether
processes should be woken up in the same order that they
were delayed, or according to one or other priority rule,
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978
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but whether a single simple scheduling strategy can satisfy
all the schedulers in an operating system. Some of the
questions which arise are now discussed.
(i)
Should a process always be delayed if a resource is
unavailable? All the monitor proposals assume that it
should. But if delays are likely to be long, and
especially where processes serving timesharing
terminal users are involved, it may be preferable to
refuse a request rather than queue the process; better,
it may be desirable to note the request and somehow
inform the process when the resource becomes
available.
(ii) Is it sufficient to delay a process on a single
condition? The monitor scheduling proposals assume
that a process may at any one time wait on one
condition only, and that all conditions can be
anticipated at compile time. Two examples reveal the
problems associated with this strategy:
(a) In a timesharing system a process serving a terminal
user may wish to delay on the union of three
conditions — a normal reply from the user, a break-in,
or the expiry of a time-out.
(b) In a batch system which permits peripherals to be
allocated and deallocated dynamically, a process will
usually wish to request at one time (e.g. at the
beginning of a job-step) a set of peripherals (e.g. a
graph-plotter, a printer with special stationery and
two magnetic tape units). In this case the process
needs to be delayed on the intersection of conditions
that each required resource becomes available. To
associate a single condition with each possible
combination of resources would be impractical, but it
would be possible to delay the process for each
resource in turn. Such a strategy has two undesirable
side effects: (i) it considerably increases the risk of
deadlocks; (ii) it reduces the scheduler’s opportunity
to maximise resource use.
(iii) Which resource should be allocated? The monitor
solution, especially the monitor class feature,
encourages identical resources to be scheduled f
separately. This is impractical where a process wishes
to claim any one of a set of identical resources (e ,g.,
an I/O driver process claiming any fast autonomous
channel which can be dynamically reconfigured to
serve different devices; or a user process wishing to
claim any printer with 132 print positions at a
specified geographic location).
(iv) What if no process exists to be delayed? Monitor
scheduling relies on the existence of a process which
can be delayed when a resource is claimed.
Sometimes a claim may exist from a task which has
not yet been associated with a process, as for example
in the case of batch jobs just input into the system
and entered on a queue (which also holds details of
their initial resource requirements) until a job
scheduler process determines that the initial resource
requirements (including a process) can be met. This
widely used job scheduling model appears to be
excluded by monitor scheduling Techniques, as is
demonstrated by Shrivastava’s (1976) recoding in
monitor form of the Titan job scheduler (Tandy,
1971;
Wilson,
1976).
One
could
devise
monitor-oriented solutions using a fixed number of
permanently existing processes, but to what
advantage?
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978

We conclude that a single simple scheduling
mechanism as envisaged by monitors is too inflexible to
serve the needs of all schedulers in real operating systems.
4.

MONITOR SYNCHRONISATION
It could be argued, with some justification, that the
objections to monitor scheduling methods discussed in the
previous section are concerned mainly with problems of
long-term high-level scheduling, and therefore that monitors
still provide an appropriate tool for structuring the
short-term low-level schedulers of an operating system. The
impression that monitors are geared to this level is
strengthened by the examples provided by Hoare (1974),
which illustrate low-level schedulers (e.g. the disc head
scheduler, the alarm clock) as well as the standard set of
synchronising problems (e.g. bounded buffer, readers and
writers, semaphores) discussed in the literature (e.g.
Dijkstra (1968a), Brinch Hansen (1973)).
That low-level schedulers can be implemented as
monitors is demonstrated by Hoare’s proof that a monitor
(the single resource monitor in Figure 2) can simulate a
boolean semaphore. It is further confirmed by the fact that
small operating systems have been implemented with
monitors. Nevertheless, the experience reported on these
systems, especially by Lister et al (1976), raises doubt
about the value of monitors even at the lower levels of a
system.
The first question to be considered is how the
required monitor exclusion is achieved. Most small systems
simply turn off interrupts, but this does not achieve
exclusion in multi-processor systems (Lister et al, 1976),
and even in small systems it can be dangerous (perhaps
resulting in the misreading of a card). If we do not wish to
incur the overhead of busy waiting implied by a ‘test and
set’ instruction, then we will prefer to implement monitor
exclusion with semaphores. Hoare (1974) has described a
method of achieving this which Lister et al (1976) have
simplified.
A problem arises when a monitor makes a nested call
to another monitor, especially if the called monitor delays
the caller. Lister observes that exclusion on all monitors in
the call sequence must be released, if the risk of deadlock is
to be avoided. But this adds to the difficulties of
verification and increases run-time overheads, problems
which led Silberschatz, Kieburtz and Bernstein (1977) to
propose an additional technique (‘manager’) to be used
alongside monitors and classes in Concurrent Pascal, to
resolve the specific nested, monitor problem raised by
dynamic resource allocation. Lister suggests that the general
problem of nested monitors mighfbe overcome by applying
a single global exclusion on all monitors, but thereby
considerably reducing the amount of parallelism which
might be achieved on a high throughput system. Another
alternative would be to forbid the nesting of monitors, but
this virtually rules out the possibility of designing an
operating system as a hierarchy of abstract machines, a
technique which is widely recognised as beneficial, not only
for small systems (e.g. Dijkstra (1968b), Saxena et al
(1975)) but also for more substantial operating systems
(e.g. Keedy (1976), Organick (1972) ).
A further monitor implementation problem noted by
Lister involves the constraint that “a process waiting cin a
condition variable must be resumed immediately some
other process executes an appropriate signal operation”.
This not only implies an extra process-switching overhead,
s,
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but also an interference with the process scheduler’s overall
scheduling policy (Lister et al, 1976). In fact, Hoare’s
proposal could lead to another process switch — namely
that as a resumed process exits from a monitor it could
cause control (with mutual exclusion) to return to the
process which has lost control following a signal operation.
We are forced to conclude that the synchronisation
strategy adopted in monitors oversimplifies the real
problems and thus introduces unnecessary implementation
difficulties.
5.

CONCLUSION
The picture which emerges from this review of the
monitor technique as a potential structuring mechanism for
‘real’ operating systems is largely one of oversimplification.
As a result, some real problems of operating systems are
ignored or underrated (such as parameter checking, and the
detection, reporting and correction of errors to achieve
fault tolerance): some monitor features are largely
irrelevant (such as classes of monitors, and implicit
initialisation); the scheduling mechanism is unsuitable for
higher-level schedulers; and monitor synchronisation raises
serious implementation difficulties, especially for a large
system designed as a hierarchy of abstract machines and
intended to control a multi-processor configuration. Not
only does the proof method ignore the deadlock problem,
but more seriously, the fragmentation of scheduling
encouraged by monitors increases the risk, and worse still,
it seems to be extraordinarily difficult to implement nested
monitors efficiently without inviting deadlocks to occur.
On the positive side, monitors have at least two
strengths. First, the very fact that they oversimplify real
problems means that they are able to focus attention very
clearly on basic scheduling algorithms. At the very least
they can serve as a useful vehicle for the exposition of
scheduling algorithms in the literature on operating
systems. But possibly they can be incorporated into a more
flexible structuring method, with suitable safeguards.
The second strength of monitors is that they cluster
together as a single unit all the critical regions, data and
decisions relevant to a particular scheduler, and at the same
time hide knowledge of their data from the rest of the
system.
Rejecting the monitor approach does not imply a
return to the traditional ‘monolithic’ monitors which Hoare
(1974) rightly castigates. A more suitable alternative might
be based on the following features:
(a) an operating system constructed as a collection
of independent subsystems (modules), each
hiding in its own data, critical regions and
scheduling decisions;
(b) the subsystems to be ordered into a hierarchy
of abstract machines;
(c) subsystems to be programmed separately in a
suitable high-level language (preferably with a
data abstraction
feature), rather than
attempting to construct an entire system as a
single program;
(d) no single scheduling strategy to be imposed;
(e) synchronisation to be achieved by a flexible
combination of semaphores (which are
amenable to efficient hardware or microcode
implementation (Keedy, Ramamohanarao and
Rosenberg, 1977)), and event queues (Keedy,
1977), which can be created dynamically.
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Such a model, which can be regarded as a flexible
generalisation of monitors, already partially exists. The
concept of information-hiding modules (for systems and
applications) has been proposed and developed by Parnas
(1971, 1972a,b, 1975a,b) in a series of papers which
recognise the realities of practical systems. At the same
time the major operating system for the ICL2900 Series,
VME-B, has been designed and implemented using these
principles (Keedy, 1976). Much work remains to be done to
improve the technique and its efficient implementation,
some of which is being undertaken at Monash University in
the development of the MONADS operating system and the
LEIBNIZ family of languages. An important difference
between this approach and the monitor approach is that the
placing of semaphores becomes once again the explicit
responsibility of subsystem designers (though the problem
is no longer “monolithic”). This does not seem to be too
high a price to pay for the increased parallelism which can
be gained and the greater design freedom achieved when
compared with monitors, especially if we realise that the
synchronisation of processes using monitors is by no means
as straightforward as appears at first sight (Lister et al,
1976).
APPENDED NOTE ON MODULA MODULES
This paper would be incomplete without a reference
to the operating system structuring technique recently
proposed by Wirth (1977a,b,c) in the form of the
programming language Modula, which has been designed
primarily for programming dedicated computer systems,
especially process control systems on smaller machines.
Whilst the language features of Modula are largely based on
Pascal (Jensen and Wirth, 1975), the structure of programs
will be strongly influenced by the module construct. This
feature is more like the information-hiding module
proposed by Parnas (1972b) than the Simula class
mechanism, but an interesting innovation which allows data
types to be exported means that it can easily be used to
simulate classes. Wirth (1977c) tells us that he prefers this
approach for operating system design, rather than the
class/monitor structure, because modules are relatively large
in systems programming, and usually only one instance of a
module exists.
Two special types of module are provided in Modula,
the device module and the interface module .The former is
an interesting attempt to allow device drivers to be
programmed in a high-level language, and allows for the
introduction of device processes which behave rather
differently from normal processes. The interface module
allows processes to communicate via common variables, and
thus corresponds to the monitor — which has strongly
influenced its design. Mutual exclusion is achieved by
treating all the related procedures as a single critical region,
and signals (equivalent to condition variables) with wait and
send operations allow processes to be delayed and
reawakened. There are, however, two noteworthy
modifications. First, while a waited process must be
resumed immediately a signal is sent, when that process
exits from the interface monitor there is no requirement
that the sending process must immediately be resumed —
this eliminates the mandatory undesirable process switch of
Hoare’s monitor proposal. Second, nested monitor calls are
forbidden - a strategy which is worth considering for small
process-control systems, but which would be most
restrictive in a substantial operating system.
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We conclude that the Modula module feature
provides a more realistic approach to operating system
design than monitors, and could well prove to be suitable
for the type of small dedicated system at which it is aimed.
However, an attempt to apply it without modification to
the design of large systems would, because of the reliance
on monitor resource allocation and synchronising
techniques, raise many of the problems already discussed.
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Book Review
Sakti P. Ghosh, Data Base Organisation for Data Management Academic Press, 1977 376 pp, $29.50.
In the 1971 November issue of ACJ I wrote a review of the
book by A.T. Berztiss (“Data Structures: Theory and Practice”)
which I found at the time overly theoretical. Since then I have come
to regard much of the book as of fundamental importance. And so
it may be with this book in the fullness of time. But at the moment
I consider it to be a very theoretical book suitable for researchers,
advanced workers in the field and to Postgraduate computer science
students only. Although brief introductions to the basic
mathematical techniques used in this book are given - viz. finite
algebra, finite geometry, set theory and relational algebra - having
no background in these topics I did not find the introduction
sufficient to completely comprehend the application of these
techniques in the body of the text. Readers without a'background
in pure mathematics will, I believe, find similar difficulty.
The question I kept asking myself was “Do the mathematical
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978

analyses shed any new light on the topic?”. For me the answer was
“yes” for Chapters 2, 3 and 8 dealing with the analysis of query
types, the processes of searching on one field and the types of access
paths used for retrieval of data respectively, but “no” for Chapters
4, 5, 6 and 7 on key to address transformations, filing schemes for
answering queries based on multiple values of multiple attributes,
filing organizations that need no redundant storage but achieve
minimum access time and techniques of organizing records on drum
storage.
We must accept that researchers looking for methods of
providing users with query and update facilities which are at the
same time more extensive than those currently available and
accessible to the untrained user at a terminal, must use all the tools
they have available to analyze fundamental file processing
properties. This book gives insight into some of the most up-to-date
analyses and as such would be useful to all researchers in this field.
A.Y. Montgomery,
Monash University
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A Formal Approach to
File and Data Base Design
By I. T. Hawryszkiewycz
Many files and data bases must now satisfy the requirements of more than one user. There is
then a need for a formal approach to the design of such files and data bases to facilitate a systematic
examination of design alternatives and resolution of conflicts. Several approaches to formal design are
defined and one such approach is described in detail.
The approach commences with information analysis that results in a structure, which represents
the inherent structure of the real world with minimum duplication. The information analysis is based
on the use of the relational model. Successive refinements are then made to satisfy query
requirements.
KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: Information Analysis, Data Base Design, File Design
CR CATEGORIES: 3.71,4.33

1.

INTRODUCTION
File design can be viewed as either an empirical or a
formal procedure. Empirical procedures rely on previous
experience as a source of alternative feasible solutions,
which are then analysed and the most satisfactory chosen
given some criteria. Formal procedures, on the other hand,
are based on methods that directly convert a set of user
requirements to a satisfactory file design or automatically
generate feasible alternatives.
With the advent of data base technology empirical
techniques tend to be limited as there are generally sets of
conflicting needs to be satisfied. Whereas previously most
files were required to satisfy one application, many designs
now require to satisfy a number of applications. For a
single application the empirical approach usually results in a
record structure where each record corresponds to either a
line in an output report, or is updated by only one input
transaction. This is no longer applicable where we have
more than one application. Grouping items into records to
satisfy one application often results in the deterioration of
performance of other applications.
For this reason there has recently been considerable
development in formalizing the file design process. A
second reason for such formalization is the possibility of
developing computer assisted techniques as aids in the
design process. In this paper we first discuss the general
approaches used in formalizing the design process and then
discuss in detail an approach aimed at producing a design
that meets multiple user requirements.
STAGES OF FILE DESIGN
In developing a formal procedure, a distinction is
made between information structure and its data
representation. As illustrated in Figure 1 the information
structure includes the elements and relationships between
the elements in the information in the real world. The
information structure is represented by the logical data

structures in the file organizations, which are available on
some computer system. These logical data structures are in
turn implemented on the physical devices using appropriate
physical organizations. Given this basic division, the tasks
carried out in file design can be divided into three stages.

Information Structure
of the Real World

MAPPING

Representation of Information
Structure by Data Structures
in the File Organizations

2.
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Figure 1 The process of design
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Stage A — information or data analysis
The component parts of the information are
determined and a structure of relationships between these
parts is then defined.
Stage B — mapping to a data structure (logical design)
The information structure is mapped into a logical
file organization. This becomes the data structure which
represents the information structure.
Stage C - selection of file organization (physical design)
The logical file organization is converted to physical
records and physical access paths.
Our goal is to develop design procedures suitable for a
dynamic multi-user environment. The use of such
procedures should result in designs, which can
accommodate changes to user requirements as well as
meeting new user requirements. It is felt here that such
designs are best accomplished by initially, at Stage A,
analyzing the information structure independently of the
physical facilities, which will be used to implement the data
base. In this way we can develop an information structure,
which is invariant. The logical structure for the information
is derived at Stage B and subsequently at Stage C access
paths, which depend on the use of tire information, are
superimposed on the logical structure. Using a logical
structure, which is derived from an invariant information
structure, will simplify design changes, which must be-made
to meet new requirements. In many cases where user
patterns change while the fundamental information
structure remains constant, the change to the data base is
confined to changes in the superimposed access paths.
3.

CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGN TECHNIQUES
Given our goal, there is some advantage to classifying

USER
QUERIES

►

QUERY BASED
ANALYSIS

design techniques as belonging to one of the stages of the
design process. Given such a classification we can select a
design process by initially choosing one of a number of
techniques which are suitable for information analysis at
Stage A. Matching techniques at Stages B and C can then be
chosen. The Stage C techniques will be influenced by the
facilities on which the data base is to be implemented. We
first discuss the techniques used at Stages A and B and
follow with a discussion of design procedures that are
applicable to Stage C.
The analysis at Stage A can be classified as being
either query-based or as using some analytical technique.
Here, queries are considered in the general sense to include
update and retrieval queries. The query-based approach is
based on the definition of the queries that will be directed
at the files, with emphasis placed on a design which results
in an optimal response to the queries. With an analytical
approach the emphasis is on deriving the inherent
components and relationships in an information structure
and representing it with minimal redundancy. Physical
access paths are then superimposed on this structure to
provide satisfactory performance.
Given this, it is possible, as illustrated in Figure 2, to
distinguish between two kinds of formal techniques at
Stage B, namely,
(a) formal logical design procedures using query
specification as input, and
(b) formal logical design procedures using the
results of analytical information analysis.
A further distinction can now be made between
information analysis and information description.
Information analysis takes place in any design process. It
requires the examination of the user information and a
definition of its structure. The results of the analysis must
then be documented in some way and this documentation

LOGICAL
DESIGN
BASED ON
QUERY
SPECIFICATION
CONVERSION TO
PHYSICAL FILE
ORGANIZATION
AND
PERFORMANCE
ESTIMATES

ANALYTICAL
INFORMATION
ANALYSIS

INFORMATION
WITHIN
ORGANIZATION

Stage A

LOGICAL DESIGN
► USING RESULTS —
OF INFORMATION
ANALYSIS

Stage B

Stage C

Figure 2 General Design Approaches
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is the information description. The description can be
formal or informal.
What is required in a formal design approach is a
formal description, which can be directly converted to a
data structure.
The classification of the design method can be based
on the type of information analysis and information
description that is used in the process. A classification is
illustrated in Figure 3 for Stages A and B of the design
process. Here the design process can follow any of the
possible paths in the figure, where each path commences
with an information analysis and completes with a logical
design. Each path will pass through a subset of ten steps,
each of which is labelled in Figure 3. For simplicity in the
following discussion, we label a specific design process
which passes through steps, say, i, j, and k, as (i,j,k). These
design paths can be classified into the general classes
discussed earlier, namely, conversion to a data model or
conversion to a set of basic files.
The empirical approach is then defined simply as the
path (3, 10).
The information description is classified as being
either algebraic or based on some data model.
An example of an early algebraic description is given
by Young and Kent (1959). This corresponds to path
(1,2,10) in Figure 3. It is based on the construction of a list
of information sets and document descriptions. An
information set identifies all the elements in the
information and their characteristics such as size and
number of occurrences. Document descriptions identify
document fields and the source of each field. It should be
INFORMATION
ANALYSIS

Recent developments in the fields of information and
data models have yielded the possibility of information
descriptions that are readily converted to some data
structure. The three widely recognized models are the
network, hierarchial and relational models (Date, 1975).
Once we have a description in terms of one of these models
then Stage B of the design process simply becomes a
conversion from the model to some data base schema.
Thus, suppose we have an information description in terms
of a network model and a data base management system
that supports the network model. The conversion then is
simply a one-to-one conversion as each record and set in the
data model can be directly defined in a schema. In this
paper we concentrate on the use of data models for
information description.
It should be noted that typically, a designer will
prefer a design process where the information description is
in terms of the data model, which is supported by the data
base management system that is available to the user. Thus,
if we know that the data base management system supports
a hierarchial model, then we prefer our information analysis
to yield an information description in terms of the
hierarchial rather than say, the network model.
LOGICAL
DESIGN

INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION

information
analysis in terms
of entities and
relationships

algebraic
description

set of query
requirements

noted that at the time that this method was proposed, most
systems were batch systems and hence documents
corresponded to either source input documents or batch
output reports. Another recent algebraic method is that
developed by Langefors (197$). Many algebraic
descriptions, however, have the disadvantage that they are
not readily converted to some logical design.

information
expressed by
relational
model

dbm system
that supports
the relational
model

information
expressed by
network
model

dbm system
that supports
network
model

information
expressed by
hierarchial
model

dbm system
that supports
hierarchial
model

set of
basic file
organizations

Figure 3 Possible design processes
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4.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
Contemporary developments are mostly based on
procedures that use data models. Two examples of formal
design procedures are those developed by Gerritsen (1975)
and Bubenko et al (1976). These correspond to paths
(3,5,8) in Figure 3 and are concerned with designing files
that can be implemented using data base management
systems that are based on the standard DBTG proposal.
In Gerritsen’s method a set of assertions is derived
from the queries that the files must satisfy. These are then
directly converted to a data model. Redundancy is then
removed from the data model using a set of reductions.
Bubenko’s method is somewhat similar where again a
network structure is derived from a set of queries and then
reduced by a set of standard reductions. Bubenko proposes
alternative approaches for a design that provides an
optimum response and one that minimizes redundancy.
One aspect of both of the two methods just described
is that fundamentally they are based on an analysis of
queries and hence are geared to providing an optimal
response for a given set of queries. One disadvantage that
exists in this approach is that when the kind of queries
addressed to a data base change, then this must be
accompanied by substantial change to the data structure.
What we would like is some formal analysis procedure that
yields a design that is adaptable to changes in query
requirements.
5.

THE PROPOSED DESIGN PROCESS
The approach described here is one where we initially
develop a fundamental structure and then superimpose an
additional structure to meet query requirements. Any
change to the query will only require changes to the
superimposed structure whereas the fundamental structure
will remain unchanged. The design thus has the ability to
accommodate change.
The relational model provides us with an opportunity
to pursue this approach and the method of doing this is
described. The method corresponds to path (1,4,10) in
Figure 3.
Analysis Based on the Relational Model
The relational model provides us with the possibility
of describing information in a way that is independent of
any particular implementation. It is based on the
identification of relationships that exist in the information,
and then specifying this as a set of tables or mathematical
relations. The eventual development of relational
implementation such as INGRES (Stonebraker, et al, 1976)
will mean that such descriptions can be readily converted to
a logical design.
The relational model has been described previously
(Codd, 1970) and we assume that a reader is familiar both
with the general structure of the relational model and its
normal forms, which both minimize data duplication and
result in consistent updates given a set of data base
operations.
One of the problems in using the relational model in
information analysis is the semantic problem of considering
all domains as being of the same importance. In the real
world, however, it is semantically convenient to distinguish
between different “kinds” of domains. Some domains may
in fact identify specific objects in an information structure
whereas others describe properties of those objects. Thus a
domain, whose set of values identify persons, is to some
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978

extent more important than a domain which has as its value
set the age of the person. The latter depends on the
existence of the former. This is also the reason for the use
of the term attribute which, in the strict sense, is a
functional mapping from - one set of values to another.
Thus, age is an attribute of the object, person, and thus the
attribute, age, in turn is a function of person.
Some fundamental work is now in progress, which
considers conceptual semantic issues of this nature. This
work incorporates semantics that differentiate between the
various kinds of value sets in an information structure. The
paper by Chen (1976) on the Entity-Relationship model
considers such semantic issues and discusses them in terms
of the relational model. The procedures of information
analysis that are described here are fundamentally based on
this work of Chen (1976).
Basically, the concept of an entity becomes
important. Each entity is a distinct object in an information
structure. Relationships can exist between entities.
Attributes can then be associated with both entities and
relationships. These attributes are functional mappings
from entities or relationships onto value sets that describe
properties of the entity or relationships.
It should be noted that both entities and relationships
are conceptual objects and hence require some manner of
identification in a data base. This is done by the use of
special domains, where elements in the value set of the
domain uniquely identify entities. Such domains are called
entity domains. The attribute that maps entities onto an
entity domain is the entity attribute. Relationships are
uniquely identified by the entity domains of the entities,
which participate in the relationships.
Example
Persons are a set of entities in an organization. As
entities, they are simply objects, say Pj, P2 • • • ■ Pn.
We associate one attribute with these entities to map
the entities onto an entity domain. Elements in the value
set of the entity domain uniquely identify the persons. In
the case of persons, this attribute may be one that maps
into one of the following domains:
(i)
person id number
(ii) person name
Each entity and relationship will have some
properties. Thus, age is a property of an entity. Such
properties then become attributes of the entities and
relationships and are described by relations, which are
called entity relations and relationship relations by Chen.
The semantics can be further extended by the development
of dependent entities and aggregate entities.
Dependent Entities
1
The existence of some entities are dependent on the
existence of other entities. Thus, a contract is dependent on
the existence of a supplier. Dependent entities and their
properties are described by weak entity relations in Chen’s
model.
Aggregate Entities
In many situations we are concerned with numbers of
entities rather than individual entities. A particular example
is number of parts of the same kind. When we withdraw or
add parts to store we do not need to identify which exact
part we withdrew, or added, but simply how many pahs.
The parts themselves are indistinguishable from each other
in many cases.
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Table 1 - Information Analysis at Stage A of the Design Process
Analysis
Step

Procedural
Step

Applied
To

Activity

1

1

Entities

Identify entities and classify into entity kinds.

2

1

Relationships

Identify relationships and classify into relationship kinds.

3

2

Entities

Select entity domains to identify entities.

4

2

Relationships

Select entity domains to identify relationships.

5

3

Entities

Define the attributes of the entity kinds.

6

3

Relationships

Define the attributes of the relationship kinds.

7

1

Aggregate Entities

Identify aggregate entities and classify into kinds.

8

2

Aggregate Entities

Select the entity domains that identify aggregate entities.

9

3

Aggregate Entities

Define the attributes of aggregate entities.

10

1

Dependent Entities

Identify the dependent entities and classify into kinds.

11

2

Dependent Entities

Select entity domains to identify dependent entities.

12

3

Dependent Entities

Define the attributes of dependent entities.

13

1

Identify any relationships in which the aggregate or dependent
entities participate.

14

2

Relationships
that include
aggregate or
dependent
entities

15

3

Select the domains to identify relationships that include dependent or aggregate
entities.
Define the attributes of the relationships in which the aggregate or dependent
entities participate.
Define the domains that attributes map into. This states the set of values that
each attribute can take.

16
17

4

Entities

Construct an entity relations for each kind of entity and its attributes. The key
of the relation is to be the entity domain.

18

4

Relationships

Construct a relationship relation for each kind of relationships and its attributes.
The key of the relation is to be the entity domains that identify the entities,
which participate in the relationships.

19

4

Aggregate Entities

Construct an entity relations for each kind of aggregate entity and its attributes.
The key of this relation is to be the aggregate entity domain.

20

4

Dependent Entities

Construct a weak entity relation for each kind of dependent entity. The key of
the relation is to be an entity domain, El, and a sequence number. Domain El
identifies entities, e, on whose existence the dependent entity depends and the
sequence number is number of the dependent entities within e. A second key
is the domain that identifies the dependent entities.

21

4

Dependent Entities

Construct a weak entity relation for each kind of dependent entity and its
attributes. The key of the relation is the domain that identifies the dependent
entity. The other attributes define the properties of the weak entity.

22

4

Relationships
that include
aggregate or
dependent
entities

Construct relationship relations or weak relationship relations that include any
aggregate entities. The key of these relations will be the aggregate entity domain
and the domains that identify any other entities that participate in the
relationship.

23

4

Construct a weak relationship relations for each relationship kind that includes
dependent entities. The key of the relations is to be the domain that identifies
the dependent entities and the domain that identifies any other entities that
participate in the relationship.

6.

aggregate entities, relationships and relationships that
include aggregate entities or dependent entities. Four
procedural steps are followed for each such class. These are:
1
—
Identify the kinds of element in a
particular class.
2
—
Select a domain by which it is to be used
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FORMALIZATION OF STEP A OF THE DESIGN
PROCESS
Our formal analysis is based on the identification of
various classes of information elements and on an
information description in terms of relations. The classes of
information elements are entities, dependent entities,
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to identify elements of each kind.
Define the functions or attributes for the
elements of each class.
4
—
Construct the relation for each element
of each class, such that the key attributes
are the identity domain selected in step 2
and other attributes are the properties of
the elements defined in step 3.
The whole process at Stage A is then composed of the
design steps given in Table 1, which includes each
procedural step applied to each class of element. The
procedural steps are given as part of the description for
each design step. The procedure results in an information
description in terms of relations in third normal form.
As an example, applying this procedure to an
information system on items, which are withdrawn by
personnel from stores in an organization, results in:
(a) an entity relation for the entity kind stores,
whose entity domain is STORE-NUMBER and
property attribute is STORE-SIZE.
(b) an entity relation for the aggregate entity kind
item,
whose
entity
domain
is
ITEM-SERIAL-NUMBER
and
property
attributes are TYPE, SIZE and DESCRIPTION.
(c) an entity relation for the entity kind person,
whose entity domain is PERSON-ID and
property attribute is NAME.
(d) an entity relation for the entity kind locations,
at which the organization has installations. The
entity domain is LOCATION-NAME and
property attribute is ADDRESS.
(e) a relationship relation between stores and
items, which is identified by the entity domains
STORE-NUMBER
and
ITEM-SERIAL-NUMBER and whose property
attribute is QTY-IN-STORE.
(f)
a relationship relation between stores, items
and persons which is identified by the entity
domains
S T 0 R E -NUM BE R ,
ITEM-SERIAL-NUMBER and PERSON-ID and f
whose
property
attribute
is
NUMBER-WITHDRAWN.
(g) a relationship relation between persons and
locations, which is identified by the entity
domains LOCATION-NAME and PERSON-ID
and
whose
property
attribute
is
TIME-STARTED-AT-LOCATION.
(h) a relationship relation between stores and
locations, which is identified by the entity
domains
LOCATION-NAME
and
STORE-NUMBER and which has no property
attributes.
3

—

7.

FORMALIZATION OF STAGE B OF THE DESIGN
PROCESS
The approach at Stage B is to commence with an
initial design and refine this by successive changes in a
systematic way until a satisfactory design is reached.
As a first step of logical design, it is feasible to
propose that each relation in the information description be
realized by a separate file or a separate record type in a data
base.. Each n-tuple in the information description is
represented by one record in the file. We are justified in
doing this as all entities of the same kind will have the same
properties and can be represented by the records with the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978

same attributes. Similarly, all relationships of the same kind
have the same properties and can also be represented by
records of the same type. Thus for the example above, the
initial design would include eight files, one file
corresponding to each relation.
This initial representation has three significant
characteristics:
(i)
there are no repeating groups in the logical
records by virtue of each n-tuple being
represented by a single record.
(ii) it is usually found that most queries must refer
to a large number of files as queries generally
span a large number of entities and
relationships.
(iii) there is minimal redundancy and it is simple to
maintain system constraints as the files,
correspond to relations in third normal form.
A design based on query analysis could have easily
resulted in items appearing as repeating groups within stores
if the only query were to list store holdings. A change to
accommodate a query on the locations at which a particular
item is held would then require a system redesign.
Following the initial design, we examine possible
changes to improve query performance. Such changes are
examined in a systematic way and choices made are based
on computations that consider design criteria. Details of
such
computations
are
described
elsewhere
(Hawryszkiewycz, 1977) and are fundamentally based on
estimating storage requirements and response time for the
queries that are to be addressed to the data base. Storage
requirements are computed using estimates of a number of
records of each type and record sizes. To assist in response
time estimates a query path diagram is used. This diagram
consists of
(a) a logical diagram of the file and data base
structure
(b) a query path for each query. This is the logical
path followed through the files in satisfying a
query. It consists of a number of steps such
that each step corresponds to retrievals made
from a single step.
(c) each step is labelled by the logical key used to
select records in the file and the items, which
are retrieved as part of the step.
An example of a query path diagram is given in
Figure 4, for the query “obtain names of persons who have
used items of a particular type”.
The query path diagram can then be used to compute
the number of logical records required to satisfy a query,
which in turn determines the response time. The number of
required logical records is used in comparing alternatives.
At Stage B there are three major ways to generate
alternatives. These are data duplication, the joining of files
and the use of codes.
Data Duplication
Here we place an item in more than one file. By doing
this, a query may be satisfied by fewer query steps as the
number of files referred to by the query is reduced. For
example including TYPE in file 7, which corresponds to the
relationship PERSON-ITEM-STORE, will eliminate step 1
from the query path diagram in Figure 4.
-t
Joining
Joining

is

a

method

of

combining files

and
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Step 1
key: TYPE
retrieve: ITEM-SERIAL-NUMBER

FILE 1

FILE 2

FILE 3

ITEM

PERSON

1r
STORE
STORE-NUMBER
STORE-SIZE

ITEM-SERIAL-NUMBER
TYPE
SIZE
DESCRIPTION

PERSON-ID
NAME

step 3
key: PERSON-ID
retrieve: PERSON-NAME
FILE 4

FILE 5

FILE 6

LOCATION

PERSON-LOCATION

STORE-ITEM

LOCATION-NAME
ADDRESS

LOCATION-NAME
PERSON-ID
TIME-STARTED-AT-LOCATION

STORE-NUMBER
ITEM-SERIAL-NUMBER
QTY-IN-STORE

step 2
key: ITEM-SERIAL-NUMBER
retrieve: PERSON-ID
FILE 7
j
___________ *________
PERSON-ITEM-STORE

FILE 8

ITEM-SERIAL-NUMBER
PERSON-ID
STORE-NUMBER
NUMBER-WITHDRAWN

STORE-NUMBER
LOCATION - NAME

STORE LOCATION

Figure 4 A query path diagram

corresponds to the joining of relations as described by Codd
(1970). Firstly, it requires the choice of attributes in each
file which is used to match records in the files. Records in
each file to be joined with the same value of a matching key
are combined into a single record.
To an extent joining is similar to data duplication as
the latter can be viewed as a join followed by a restriction.
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A join, however, eliminates at least one file from the design.
Thus given the design in Figure 4, we could join files 2 and
7, eliminating the need for file 2 but resulting in
unnecessary duplication of SIZE and DESCRIPTION.
Generally it is desirable that initially joins are such as to
preserve second normal form. This usually requires that the
keys of the files joined are the same or that new
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relationships, which may be represented by the newly
formed relation, are 1:1. Thus we could join files 3 and 5
and eliminate file 3, without introducing duplication, if a
person is located at one location only.
Use of Codes
In many cases entity identifiers may have long names,
as for example, part description, company name, material,
fault description or equipment name. Where such entities
appear in a number of relationships considerable storage
space may be necessary to store the relationships. It is then
convenient to internally replace the entity description by
shorter codes and use these codes to identify relationships
in storage. Externally, however, the actual names have
meanings to the user and hence these names are used in
query statements. Such queries will result in an additional
step to look up the internal code.

TRANSFER FROM THIRD NORMAL FORM
TO INITIAL FILE DESIGN

GENERATE ALTERNATIVES THROUGH
DUPLICATION BY SUMMATION AND TAGS

SELECT ALTERNATIVES

GENERATE ALTERNATIVES BY JOINS THAT
MAINTAIN SECOND NORMAL FORM

SELECT ALTERNATIVES

Design Iterations
The question that arises is the sequence in which the
three kinds of changes are to be made. One important
factor in choosing this sequence is to determine the
circumstances under which data duplication is to be
preferred over the joining of files. Both to some extent have
the same effect as they reduce the number of query steps
by moving items referenced by a query to the same record.
However, the joining process may also reduce the number
of files in the data base, while at the same time resulting in
the duplication of items that are not part of the selection or
retrieval conditions of a query. One set of guidelines here is
to
(a) use joining in preference to data duplication
where joining preserves at least the second
normal form,
and
(b) use item duplication in preference to joining
where only one item of a record type, which is
made up of many items, needs to be made
available in some other record type to reduce
the number of query steps.
The latter will only lead to a duplication of one item
type rather than all of the items in the record as would be
the case with joining. Based on this premise, a suggested
logical design procedure is given in Figure 5. It is to be
noted here that the initial step is to convert the information
description to the initial file representation. Following this,
changes are applied in the sequence of steps given in
Figure 5. As shown in Figure 6, each such step generates
some alternatives, one or more of which may be acceptable
following estimates of logical records retrieved, which is
derived from the query path diagram, and estimates of the
storage requirements. Such formal process of alternative
generation is amenable to the automation of the design
process.
A data base administrator can maintain a record of
the alternative chosen and the query that was responsible
for this choice. Elimination of the need for such query may
then be used to eliminate any redundancies, which have
been introduced as a result of choosing this alternative.
8.

EXTENSION TO STAGE C
At the conclusion of logical design we have both the
contents of each record type and the query path diagrams
which includes all queries. Such design will minimise the
number of logical records retrieved while maintaining
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1978

GENERATE ALTERNATIVES BY ITEM
DUPLICATION

SELECT ALTERNATIVES

GENERATE ALTERNATIVES BY USE OF
CODES

SELECT ALTERNATIVES

GENERATE ALTERNATIVES THROUGH JOINS
THAT MAY DESTROY NORMAL FORMS

SELECT ALTERNATIVES

REPEAT ANY STEP IF NECESSARY

♦ Selecting alternatives require:
(a)

construction of query path
diagram

(b)

computation of storage
requirements and number of
data transfers between
memory and peripherals

(c)

selection of satisfactory
alternatives based on
criteria

Figure 5 Logical design procedure

economic use of storage. Stage C extends the alternative
generation process to take account of the numbers of
physical records, which are retrieved. Obviously the choices
here will depend on the facilities, which are available to the
designer. In the particular case, which is considered here,
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initial design
alternatives by duplication of keys
summation
f alternatives through joins that
| preserve normal forms
alternatives through item
duplication

f alternatives through joins
^ that result in repeating groups
Figure 6 Generation of alterations

that is, path (1,4,10) of Figure 3, the design is to be
implemented using the basic file structures, namely, the
sequential, direct and index sequential organization. The
major alternatives examined here will be
(1) The choice of alternative file organization and
blocking factors
(2) choice of master key using the key specified in
the query diagram
(3) establishment of alternate indexing where there
are more than one query addressed to a
particular file and each query uses a different
key,and
(4) the maintenance of logical chains between
records in a file, where an item retrieved in one
query step is used as the key in the next query
step.
Considerable extension is possible here when physical
structures other than basic files are to be used. One
particular extension would be to network structures, where
apart from the alternatives proposed above we would have
the initial alternative of replacing two successive query
steps by a set.
9.

CONCLUSION
The paper has described a systematic approach to file
and data base design. The techniques, which have been

outlined, commence with an initial design and introduce
redundancy in a controlled manner until satisfactory
performance is obtained.
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Book Review
Adaptive Information Processing: An Introductory Survey, by
Jeffrey R. Sampson (Springer-Verlag, 1976). Pp 214
In this book the author has attempted to fill a need at the
undergraduate level for student exposure to some important and
developing areas of computer science. These areas relate to the
theory and application of computation and are classified by div
ision of the book into three parts : —
(i)
Information and Automata;
(ii)
Biological Information Processing; and
(iii) Artificial Intelligence.
1
The first part contains chapters on communication theory,
coding information, finite automata, Turing machines and cellular
automata. Chapters on biochemical coding, genetic information
transmission, neural information transmission, neural input-output
and computer simulation models are included in the second part
while the last part includes chapters on pattern recognition, game
playing, theorem proving, problem solving and natural language
processing. A limited but useful bibliography and a range of exer
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cises follow the end of each chapter.
The idea of the computer as an adaptive machine (in the
sense of ability to modify function to suit changing circumstances)
links these seemingly diverse and unrelated themes. Each topic is
surveyed at an introductory level and to that extent the material
presented is limited in both scope and depth. As a consequence,
many concepts are inadequately and therefore unsatisfactorily
explained. However, the author does succeed very well in sum
marizing the origins and limitations of current theories as well
as indicating the possible directions of future research.
The amount of specialized knowledge required to read this
book is minimal. It is assumed that the reader has a general know
ledge of computers and programming with a mathematical back
ground which includes basic concepts in set theory, discrete prob
ability, and logic. The book would be suitable for a one semester
undergraduate course in computer science. It should certainly
educate and hopefully stimulate.
Andrew D. Payne,
University of Queensland
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COMPUTER SCIENCE D.Sc., Ph.D. AND MASTERS THESES SUBMITTED AT AUSTRALIAN
UNIVERSITIES 1972-7.
The following consolidates D.Sc., PhD. and Masters thesis lists for the period 1972-7 which have been provided by computer
science and associated departments of Australian universities.
AUTHOR

YEAR

M.B. Hemmerling

1973

An investigation of the game of poker by computer based
analysis.

A. Risticz

1973

An experimental investigation of some heuristics for scheduling
resource-constrained projects.

D.F. Cooper

1974

Roles for mathematical and computational techniques in
assisting understanding of complicated phenomena.

P J. Malcolm

1975

Models for computer simulation with application to a CDC 6400
system.

W.P. Beaumont

1975

An experiment in multiprocessor compilation.

G.R. Wiley

1975

R. Weiss

1972

Product integration techniques for the numerical solution of
integral equations.

F.R. de Hoog

1973

Orthogonal transformations and improperly posed problems.

L.S. Jennings

1973

Linear programming and the calculation of maximum norm
approximations.

D.H. Anderson

1975

The numerical inversion of Abel type integral equations in
stereology.

A.J. Jakeman

1975

Stability of the Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin procedure for elliptic
boundary value problems.

BJ. Omodei

1975

Finite difference methods with application to the Cavity
problem.

G. Woodford

1975

Numerical continuation methods for nonlinear equations and
bifurcation problems.

J.P. Abbott

1977

A generalized descent method for global optimization.

A. Griewank

1977

Digital information transmission.

L.R. Sfirzaker

1974

D.J. Abel

1972

A. Fenwick

1973

Variability of room squares.

I. Beaman

1977

Signal Detection using infinite clipping: a survey and an
application.

B. Stokes

1973

A study of the effect of hand limiting on a sum and square
law detector.

V. Yu

UNIVERSITY
TITLE
University of Adelaide
PhD. Theses
The generation by computer of timetables for South Australian
secondary schools.

M. Sc. Theses

Australian National University
PhD. Theses
Numerical procedures for Volterra integral equations.

M.Sc. Thesis

James Cook University of North Queensland
M.Sc. Thesis
Design and performance of a small library’s circulation system
controlled by an on-line timesharing computer.
University of Newcastle
PhD. Theses
Optimum processors for some sonar detection problems.

M. Math Theses
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1976
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School timetabling algorithms.

T. Scott

University of New South Wales
PhD. Theses
Problem solving in a structured data base.

M.E. Theses

1977

C.J. Barter

Algorithms for higher level functions in machine hardware.

P.W. Baker

Raster scan computer graphics and incremental computing systems.

P.G. McCrea

Extensible Machine Systems.

A J. Hurst

The intergraphic graphical display system.

G.P. Bowen

Input/output terminals for the computing utility.

M. Macaulay

The design of a high speed digital processor.

W.M. Ruting

A display computer for education and system research.

Serge Poplavsky

University of Queensland
M.Sc. Theses
Mixed integer linear programming.

D.B. Johnston

1975

J.D. Noad

1976

University of Melbourne
D.Sc.
Collected work.

T. Pearcey

1972

PhD. Theses

The application of graph theory to automatic flowchart
generation.

R.P. Watkins

1972

Runge-kutta processes.

R.P. Harris

1974

Methods of numerical integration.

I.G.A. Robinson

1974

Ferrite core associative memories.

P.A. Dunn

1972

Natural language interaction with a conversational memory.

V.B. Ciesielski

1973

Instruction analysis.

H.M. Grebler

1973

Extended macroprocessors.

G J. de Vanny

1974

Structural representation.

W. Martin

1974

Heuristic problem solving systems.

A.P. Kyne

1975

An analysis of virtual storage computer systems.

W.S.Y. Leung

1975

Grammatical synthesis from precedence relations.

S. Lichtenstein

1975

An axiomatic approach to the semantics of programming
languages.

P.A. Pritchard

1975

Solution to the eigenproblem by jacobi-type methods.

R. Sacks-davis

1975

Small computer-graphics systems.

E. Seliak

1975

The implementation of a programming language for an algebraic
manipulation system.

M.LJ. Wu

1975

Recognition of degree-3 polyhedra.

T.K. Dix

1976

Continuous space discrete time hybrid methods for the solution
of partial differential equations.

R. Dluzniak

1976

On a methodology for simulation aided design of computer systems.

E.J.S. Morris

1977

Real time accounting of time-shared computer systems.

M.Sc. Theses
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Monash University
PhD. Theses

M.Sc. Theses

Hardware design for compiling and other non-numeric processes.

P.S. Roberts

1974

System analysis and simulation studies of the multiprogrammed,
close-queueing computer system.

W J>. Tan

1974

Compiling techniques for higher level languages.

L.G. Whitehouse

1974

New multistep methods for the solution of O.D.Es.

G.K. Gupta

1975

Scheduling multiprogrammed virtual memory computers.

R.H. Wood

1975

The information measure criterion for intrinsic classification.

D.M. Boulton

1976

File structures for a student records system.

K.J. McDonell

1974

Document clustering.

W.B. Goft

1975

Data flow analysis in program testing.

P.M. Herman

1975

Design and implementation of a Cobol compiler for a mini
computer.

G. Carter

1976

A microprogram debugging, testing and timing system.

L.M. Goldschlager

1976

Monitoring HP2100A.

N. Kutti

1976

Virtual memory hardware for a HP2100A mini-computer.

R.A. Hagan

1977

Cobol for an educational computing system.

W.H. Monypenny

1977

C.K. Yuen

1973

linear proofs using input resolution.

A.T. Rattray

1974

Evaluation of an operating system for a computer network.

J.R. Hynd

1975

Decomposition algorithms for large structured integer linear
programming problems.

JJ. Edwards

1972

A generalized, total enterprise, interactive computer
management game.

J. Federer

1972

Distributed memory models.

S.A. Kent

1975

Ring structures: their properties and applications.

R. Skeivys

1976

Searching for squared squares.

J.A.D. Cameron

1977

Cauc, a computer architecture for user convenience.

M.R. Hore

1977

Some aspects of the implementation of a conversational
language in a multiprocessor environment.

M.W. Whitelaw

1977

N.W. Bennett

1974

University of Sydney
PhD. Theses
Studies in the theory and applications of Walsh functions.

M.Sc. Theses

University of Wollongong
PhD. Thesis
Development of a method for checking syntax in a
conversational computing system.

Copies of these theses are generally available to the public. Enquiries should be directed to the Chief Librarian of the relevant
University.
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Forthcoming National and International Events
1978
March
7-9

Digital Communications Seminar

Zurich, Switzerland

15 - 17

Eleventh Annual Simulation Symposium

Tampa, Florida, USA

May
9-12

Eurocomp ’78 - Information Dynamics

London, UK

Conference on Computers in Banking and Finance

Bled, Yugoslavia

22 - 25

Sixth International CODATA Conference

Taormina, Sicily

31 2 June

1978 ACM-SIGMOD International Conference on Management of Data

Austin, Texas, USA

June
12 - 16

Seventh Triennial World Congress

Helsinki, Finland

12

21

SOGESTA “International School on Computer Performance Evaluation”

Urbino, Italy

21 - 23

1978 International Symposium on Fault-Tolerant Computing - FTCS-8.

Toulouse, France

Jerusalem Conference on Information Technology - Computers Communications and
Technology Transfer

Jerusalem, Israel

21 - 25

COMPSTAT 1978

Leiden, The
Netherlands

August/
September
23 - 25

SIGGRAPH ’78

Atlanta, Georgia, USA

28 Aug 1 Sept

8th Australian Computer Conference

Canberra, Australia

Third International Congress on Electronic Information Processing (IKD)

Berlin, Germany

4-8

Medical Informatics Europe: First Congress of the European Federation for Medical Informatics

Cambridge, UK

4-8

South East Asia Regional Computer Conference 1978 (SEARCC 78)

Manila, The Philippines

13 - 15

Fourth International Conference on Very Large Data Bases

West Berlin, Germany

October
15 - 19

American Society for Information Science Annual Meeting

New York, USA

?

WC Network Interconnection

Tokyo,Japan

November
?

International Working Group Meeting Computer Applications in Engineering Design

Latin America

1979
June
11 - 15

IFAC/IFIP 2nd International Symposium, Software for Computer Control

Prague, CSSR

?

IFIP/IFAC Symposium, Hardware for Computer Control

Zurich, Switzerland

3rd Joint Conference, Computer Applications in the Automation of Shipyard
Operations and Ship Design

Glasgow, Scotland

-

August
6-9

September

Summer

9

September
?
9th Conference in Optimization

9

2nd week

IFAC/IFIP (6th) Digital Computer Applications to Process Control, Conference

Dusseldorf, FRG

?

IFIP European Conference on Applied Information Technology 79

London, UK

Early

PROLAMAT ’79

Detroit, Mich., USA

For further information contact the IFIP Correspondent, R. Rutledge, PO Box 640, Crows Nest, NSW, 2065.
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